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1. Introduction 

To find a mean to utilize thermonuclear energy is the main goal of fusion 
research. Although the problem of high density and high temperature plasma 
confinement for a sufficiently long time, about a few minutes, is still not 
satisfactory solved, a number of fundamental discoveries on plasma stability, 
heating, waves in plasmas and diagnostic methods have been obtained under 
the way to find the solution.  
Research on the confinement of plasma in a magnetic field has begun about 
50 years ago, starting in the 1950s. There are two fundamental geometries of 
the confining magnetic field. One is the toroidal systems where the external 
magnetic field has closed flux surfaces. The most known devices of this type 
are tokamaks (and spherical tokamaks) and stellarators. The other class of 
magnetic field is the open systems with the mirror machine as the most 
developed device. The mirror machines are based on the magnetic mirror 
effect to provide the axial confinement of plasma particles. The magnetic 
field lines in this case are open to the ends of a device. Single particle con-
finement in magnetic mirrors has been obtained practically for years and 
theoretically for an infinitely long time. Typical representatives of this kind 
are the single cell mirror, the tandem mirror and multimirror traps. There are 
also a number of other open geometry devices, such as z pinches, the theta-
pinch, Q-machines, reversed field mirrors etc.  

The tokamaks have achieved the best plasma parameters and have be-
come the dominant program in fusion research. A particularly critical task, 
still not solved, for a tokamak reactor is to develop a scenario for a continu-
ous non-inductive current drive in a non-pulsed operational regime, and 
there are also other issues that need to be addressed before a commercial 
reactor could be built. The mirrors have a number of advantages compared 
with tokamaks, such as cost, high , simpler technology, wall load, refuel-
ing, ash removal, a natural divertor, no need for current drive, a possibility 
for direct conversion and, possibly, a shorter development time due to the 
flexible geometry.  

There are a few critical issues to be solved on the path to develop an eco-
nomically efficient open ended mirror trap:  

provide MHD (magnetohydrodynamic) stability 
control and suppress microinstabilities 
reduce the axial end-losses 
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reduce the radial transport 
increase the energy gain factor (by increasing the electron tempera-
ture and the ion energy confinement time and develop efficient 
plasma heating 

In addition, energy recovery is often mentioned a critical issue for mirrors. 
However, the need for energy recovery may be avoided by the modified 
thermal barrier discussed in this thesis.  

The concept of the magnetic well, where the confining magnetic field 
strength has a minimum at the magnetic axis and increases radially, thereby 
providing stability of a plasma against low frequency instabilities, has been 
predicted theoretically [1] and successfully tested experimentally [2]. This 
MHD stabilization method still remains the most powerful one in mirror 
experiments and is in practice sufficient for MHD stability.  
Another question is the microinstabilities, or self-excited high frequency 
waves in plasmas. Unlike the gross low frequency instabilities, the micro-
instabilities do not lead to a motion of the plasma as a whole, but they can 
enhance the particle longitudinal and radial loss substantially. The driving 
source of microinstabilities can be plasma density gradients and a non-
Maxwellian velocity distribution, and microinstabilities create electromag-
netic fluctuations, often with the frequencies in the ion or electron cyclotron 
range. The most efficient stabilization methods discovered for these insta-
bilities are warm plasma stabilization, the sloshing ion distributions and line 
tying. Suppression of all dangerous microinstability modes seems to have 
been achieved experimentally by employing these techniques, since the 
longitudinal loss has been reduced to the collisional limit [3].  
A too strong fanning of the magnetic flux tube near the magnetic mirrors can 
lead to enhancement of the longitudinal particle loss and reduce the plasma 
stability. At present tandem mirror facilities, the ellipticity of the magnetic 
flux tube is in the range of 20-30. Reduction of the ellipticity is a key prob-
lem of mirror research.  

Several alternative schemes have been proposed to reduce the axial parti-
cle loss. One is the multimirror trap, where many mirrors are linked to each 
other into a series. The basic idea of this approach is that a particle, escaping 
from the inner cell by means of collision events can increase its pitch angle 
during the transits of neighbor cells, and, hopefully, become trapped in some 
other cells by collisions that increase the pitch angle sufficiently much. 
However, due to a long mean free path at fusion energies, in order to be 
effective, a multimirror trap has to have a very high plasma density and its 
length should be of kilometer order or even substantially longer. This makes 
a multimirror trap impractical as a fusion reactor.  
Another idea, suggested to reduce the longitudinal particle loss, is the tan-
dem mirror. Here the two endplugging cells are linked to the central cell 
from both ends. The electric potential in these two cells is positive to provide 
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warm plasma stabilization. However, the density in the plugging cells ap-
pears to be too high and the power required to sustain the endcell plasma is 
impractically large. Later on the ‘thermal barrier’ idea was proposed by 
Baldwin and Logan [4]. This idea is to employ microwave heating of plasma 
electrons to increase the pitch angle of the escaping electrons, and a negative 
potential barrier is formed to enhance electron confinement. The input power 
demands in this scheme may be reduced if the end plugg plasma density 
could be made lower than the central cell density, and the power required for 
the microwave heating may turn out to be economically reasonable. How-
ever, the experimental results for tandem mirrors are less optimistic, due to 
radial loss at the end plugs and excitation of microinstabilities. This tech-
nique has with partial success been applied at the TMX experiment in Liv-
ermore, at the AMBAL-M device in Novosibirsk and at the GAMMA 10 
facility in Tsukuba.  

With a proper magnetic field design, radial loss of the plasma particles 
does not pose as serious problem as it does for the toroidal devices. Particle 
radial drift can be caused by electric fields in plasmas, by the ‘grad B’ and 
‘curvature’ drifts. Anisotropy in the velocity space could give rise to high 
frequency electric fields that gives an E B drift. In order to reduce the 
cross field transport, in recent experiments axisymmetric confining magnetic 
fields or potential control plates are used.  

To obtain a sufficiently long energy confinement time is one of the most 
crucial issues of a fusion reactor. A rapid energy loss, often quantified as 
‘heat conductivity’ to the ends of a mirror device, is a serious problem. In 
order to break the Coloumb barrier and to initialize a fusion reaction, the 
particles should have a high energy, of the order 10 keV. Even if a reaction 
has occurred, the energy, gained from the thermonuclear reactions has to be 
efficiently converted into electricity. Conversion scenarios are satisfactory, 
but significant improvements may be possible. The energy confinement time 
needs to exceed a few seconds, but the best mirror experiments are in the 
range of 100 ms mainly due to a low electron temperature.  

The energy gain factor Q is the ratio of produced energy to the energy re-
quired to build up, sustain and heat the plasma. However, the energy gain 
factor at existing mirror experiments is far below unity, and theoretical 
studies of tandem mirrors suggests that such a device cannot be operated 
with a high  Q. This parameter is proportional to the plasma density, tem-
perature and the energy confinement time. In practice, for a practical use of 
thermonuclear energy, the energy gain factor should be larger than 10 or so. 
To increase the energy gain to an economically efficient value is the main 
issue of fusion research. The solution of this problem is both difficult and 
economically attractive.  

The papers in this thesis develop a marginally stable, non axisymmetric 
magnetic well, which could be applied to a single cell mirror machine of the 
2XIIB type. A long thin flux tube confinement region has been modeled 
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under the assumption of zero plasma beta and a paraxial central magnetic 
flux line. There are a number of beneficial properties with this vacuum field. 
The magnetic field and the ellipticity of the magnetic flux tube have been 
obtained analytically. For a given mirror ratio, the maximum ellipticity 
obtained in this study appears to be smaller than obtained at experimental 
facilities with a mirror ratio below 5 or so. An important side result is that 
the cross field drift vanish in a zero beta case and thereby no significant 
radial transport is expected. Moreover, the quadrupolar minimum B symme-
try is proven to be the case for any marginally stable magnetic field.  

A sloshing ion distribution function for the three dimensional marginal 
minimum B vacuum magnetic field is constructed and this function is related 
to the density by the Abel transform. A new pair of the motional invariants is 
found for the plasma particles gyrating in the marginal minimum B field. 
These invariants are Clebsch coordinates of a gyro centre. Invariance of the 
Clebsch coordinates explains why the cross field drift vanishes. Locally 
omnigeniuty [5] conditions are fulfilled to the first order in beta for this 
marginally stable field and thereby each gyro centre moves on a single flux 
surface.
A scheme to increase the electron temperature is suggested. Ion cyclotron 
resonance heating is proposed to tilt the pitch angle of the loss cone ions and 
thus restore their confinement. RF (radio frequency) heating waves could be 
applied at the region near the mirrors and may be damped before they reach 
the bulk plasma in the confinement region. By means of this ‘magnetic 
pumping’ of the ions, a strong density depletion near the ends may be 
achieved. This will create a negative electric potential, which enhances the 
electron confinement. Since the electron ‘thermal conduction’ will be sup-
pressed, the electron temperature would increase. This scenario indicates a 
promising mean to increase the energy gain factor, but deeper studies on this 
matter are required to give more reliable predictions.  

In addition, the properties of the adiabatic particle motion in mirror field 
as well as in general field geometry have been studied. An exact energy 
integral is proven to exist to the first order in the gyro centre drift motion; 
the parallel motion of the particle gyro centre is proven to be periodic with 
respect to a specific curve parameter, which deviates slightly from the ordi-
nary time due to the slow perpendicular drift of the particle gyro centre. A 
modified longitudinal action integral and the bounce averaged parallel 
velocity of the particle are constants of motion up to the first order gyro 
centre drift correction terms. A set of four invariants, i.e. the exact energy 
integral, the magnetic moment, the drift orbit averaged gyro centre parallel 
velocity and the radial drift invariant are proposed to describe adiabatic 
equlibria in general geometry of the plasma confinement systems.  

An influence of the plasma diamagnetism on the geometry of the mag-
netic flux tube is studied for the case of a marginal minimum B mirror 
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vacuum field. The magnitude of the relative ellipticity change can be 
roughly estimated by the  value, but it is density profile dependent.  
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2. Literature review: Theory and experiments 
in fusion research 

2.1 Thermonuclear reaction 

A nuclear fusion reaction is a process of joining of two nuclei and thereby 
forming a heavier nucleus and releasing energy.  

This process requires very high colliding energies, it takes place in the 
bosoms of the stars and causes them to shine; it is also the basic principle of 
the hydrogen bomb.  

The practical importance of nuclear fusion is that this process is exother-
mic, i.e. the energy, required to force a thermonuclear fusion of light nuclei 
is much more less, than the energy release from such a reaction. Thereby 
thermonuclear reactions could be made self-sustaining. The kinetic energy in 
the reaction products is due to the difference in mass between the fuel parti-
cles and the reaction products, 2

kinE mc , where c  is the speed of the 
light in the vacuum.

Figure 2.1: Deuterium-Tritium fusion reaction
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A convenient unit for measurements of temperature is eV (electronvolt). 
The temperature is a measure of the kinetic energy of the disordered motion, 
i.e. the average kinetic energy measured in a frame where the mean velocity 
of the particle ensemble is zero. The energy in this disordered motion is 

Bk T , where Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, and the temperature ( )T eV  is 
related to the temperature ( )T K in units of Kelvin by  

4( ) ( ) 0.862 10 ( )BkT eV T K T K
e

It is convenient to measure plasma temperature in electron volts, eV. The eV 
is the energy, which an electron would gain in falling though one volt elec-
tric potential, 1eV=11600 K.  
When the temperature is expressed in eV, a qualitative picture of the atomic 
physics processes and fusion processes of importance to the experimental 
situation can be more directly obtained.  

Schemes for the low threshold energy fusion reactions of main interest are 
given see [6]

D-T reaction
D + T 4He (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV) 

D-D reaction 

D + D  T (1.01 MeV) + p (3.02 MeV)
D + D 3He (0.82 MeV) + n (2.45 MeV)  
The two reactions take place with approximately the same probabil-
ity 

D-3He reaction 

 D + 3He 4He (3.6 MeV) + p (14.7 MeV) 

T-T reaction 

T + T 4He + 2 n (11.3 MeV) 

Maxwellian averaged reaction rate v  reaches the value 16 3 110 cm s  for 
the D-T reaction at the temperature 10T keV , for the D-D reactions at the 
temperature 50T keV , for the D-3He at the temperature 65T keV  for 
the T-T reaction at the temperature 40T keV , see [7], and Figure 2.2.  
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Figure 2.2: Schematic drawing of the Maxwellian averaged reaction rate of the 
fusion reactions, listed above versus temperature in keV

2.2 Technical requirements for a fusion reaction 

According to the Coulomb law, positively charged nuclei repel each other. 
This Coulomb barrier should be taken over by the strong nuclear force, 
which arises if the nuclei come very close together. The repulsion force 
depends on the electrical charge of a particle, i.e. it depends on how many 
protons the nuclei consist of. The nuclear force depends on the number of 
nucleons. These two forces determine the threshold energy for a fusion 
reaction. This energy threshold is lowest for heavy isotopes of hydrogen, i.e. 
deuterium, D (2H) and tritium, T (3H). From that point of view, D and T are 
the most appropriate candidates to the thermonuclear reactor fuel and the 
amount of released energy from one reaction is high. 

Despite that the D-T reaction is more energetically profitable and has lar-
ger reaction cross section, a limiting factor is that T is difficult to produce 
and to utilize. It is a radioactive isotope of hydrogen and decays at a rate of 
about five percent per year, since tritium has a half-life of 12 years. When 
tritium undergoes radioactive decay, it converts to a stable, non-radioactive 
isotope of helium, i.e. 3He.  Tritium occurs naturally due to interactions 
between the atmosphere and cosmic radiation, but it occurs in very small 
quantities (the steady-state global inventory is approximately 2.65 kilo-
grams). The production of tritium requires the generation of energetic neu-
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trons, and nuclear (fission or fusion) reactors or accelerators can produce 
such neutrons. The most relevant tritium production scenario involves a 
reaction between neutrons and lithium. A D-T reactor wall would be sur-
rounded by a lithium blanket, and the neutrons produced in the burning 
fusion plasma would react with the lithium and produce tritium, see Figure 
2.3, and thereby new fuel would be breaded for the fusion reactor.  

Reactor process 

Accelerator process 

Figure 2.3: Reactor and accelerator production of Tritium

In an accelerator neutrons are produced by a ‘spallation’ process, where a 
tungsten target is bombarded by an accelerated beam of protons and thereby 
produce neutrons. After that, neutrons are moderated by collisions with lead 
and water and captured in 3He gas, flowing through the target to produce T. 
T is then extracted from the gas. 
Deuterium can be easily produced from water. The nucleus of deuterium has 
one proton and one neutron, whereas a hydrogen nucleus just has one proton. 
Deuterium is also called heavy hydrogen. Deuterium was first detected in 
1931 by H. Urey, who earned the 1934 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for this 
work. Canada is the world's leading producer of deuterium.  
3He is rare on Earth, but can be produced in a D-T or D-D reactor. Another 
scenario is to mine 3He from the surface of the Moon. 
In order to force the nuclei to fuse, they should be heated to a high tempera-
ture. For any given temperature, a certain fraction of nuclei will have enough 
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energy to fuse. The probability for a fusion reaction is proportional to the 
reaction cross section , and the frequency of fusion producing collisions is 

thvf n
where n is the fuel density and thv is the thermal velocity. The cross section 
is a function of colliding energy, i.e. the temperature of the fuel ions, and it 
reaches appropriate magnitudes at fusion temperatures, i.e. temperatures in 
the range 10-250 keV.

At the temperature which give optimal fusion output, i.e. about 20 keV for 
the D-T reaction, the fusion power produced is proportional to the product of 
the density n and the energy confinement time . The overall conditions 
which must be met is a yield of more energy than is required to heat the 
plasma, i.e. Q = 1. This is usually stated in terms of a condition on the prod-
uct n . This is the break even condition, and sometimes this is also referred 
to as the Lawson criterion. For D-T, 20 310 s/mn  and for D-D 

22 310 s/mn . A representative density value in either a tokamak or a 
mirror reactor is 19 -310 mn , and the Lawson criterion thus gives 10 s
for break even in a D-T reactor. A practical reactor would require 10Q ,
and the particles are then required to be confined for minutes. 

2.3 Plasma. Definition and conditions.

Plasma is the forth state of matter and 99% of all matter in our universe is in 
the plasma state. Plasma is an almost fully ionized gas, consisting of charged 
particles, electrons and ions, which satisfies two conditions: 

1) Quasineutrality and collective behavior  

This requirement means that the net plasma charge is approxi-
mately zero, i.e. for single charge positive ions  

/ / 0i e i i e en n n n n n

In order to fulfill the quasineutrality condition, the Debye shield-
ing length  

0
2

0

e
D

kT
e n

should be much smaller than the characteristic length of the sys-
tem. In a fully developed plasma, a shielding electron is not re-
stricted to move around a single ion, since the number of particles 
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in a Debye sphere is much larger than unity. It should be men-
tioned that quasi-neutrality does not imply a weak electric field. 

2) Gyrating particles 

Unlike the ordinary gas, plasma consists of charged particles, 
which interact with each other and with electromagnetic fields on 
long distances. In presence of a strong external magnetic field, 
plasma particles motion is not chaotic; every plasma particle gy-
rates around and moves along a magnetic field line with a slow 
perpendicular drift of the gyro centre. 

Plasma is rare on Earth. It can be observed only in lightning discharges, in 
the fluorescent lights and in laboratory experiments. Plasma is however 
present everywhere in our space environment: 

The aurora, or northern lights, twinkling in the uppermost layers of 
Earth's atmosphere, see Figure 2.4. 

Figure 2.4: Magnetic field of the Earth

The solar wind generates a huge sheet of electrical current that spi-
rals as the Sun rotates. The solar wind is the plasma source for the 
plasma in the magnetosphere, surrounding the Earth. 
The Sun itself, all other stars in our galaxy, and colossal exploding 
jets from distant galaxies.  

Collisions

Collisions between plasma particles determine important plasma properties, 
such as, for example, the electrical conductivity and collisional particle 
leakage from the confinement region. Collisions in a plasma cannot be 
represented by simple mechanical collisions of billiard balls. Plasma parti-
cles collide distantly, without making a near contact. These collisions are 
governed by the Coulomb force between the electrical charges. In a fusion 
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plasma each particle collides with many other particles. Since the Coulomb 
force falls off with the square of the distance between the charges, distant 
collisions are more week but  numerous, and it turns out that the contribution 
from the distant collisions overcomes that of the hard close collisions. A 
collision time is the time for the multiple collisions to produce a large angle 
deflection. The collision time is closely related with the plasma temperature. 
For a typical fusion plasma the collision time for the electrons is as long as a 
few hundred microseconds, for the ions it is of order of tens of milliseconds. 
The distance covered by a particle in this time is called the mean free path. 
The mean free path is proportional to the product of the thermal velocity and 
the collision time. It is typically a few tens of km for both, electrons and ions 
in a fusion plasma. For a 10 m long device this corresponds to a few thou-
sand turns (or bounces in the mirrors) around the torus. 

2.4 Plasma confinement 

Before listening some possible means to confine a plasma, it should be 
mentioned that pure electrostatic fields cannot confine a plasma. This fol-
lows from the Ehrenfords theorem. 
There are three ways to confine plasma. 

1. Gravitational confinement 
Gravitational forces in the stars compress matter up to very large densities 
and temperatures at the star interiors, providing the conditions for fusion 
reactions. The pressure generated by thermonuclear reactions acts against the 
gravity force. These forces are balanced and ensure a steady plasma state. 
Thus, stars present a self-sustained fusion system. The densities in stellar 
interiors are typically of the order of 1033 particles/m3 at a temperature of 
3×107 K. 

2. Inertial confinement 
This type of confinement is provided by an explosive compression of a 
thermonuclear fuel. This process is used in the hydrogen bomb. Confinement 
time in this case is short, but the compression creates high enough density to 
achieve a significant amount of fusion reactions. 

3. Magnetic confinement 
Plasma consists of charged particles that can be confined by a magnetic field 
of appropriate geometry and strength. The magnetic field confines the 
plasma particles as a container that is indifferent to the heat action, like 
ordinary solid containers, and does not consist impurities that, in excess, 
would prevent the fusion reaction. There are two basic geometries of mag-
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netic field that have been developed to confine plasma: open geometries (in 
particular mirror fields) and toroidal field. A schematic sketch of magnetic 
confinement of plasma particles is shown in Figure 2.5. 

Figure 2.5: Charged particles move in a magnetic field by a helical path about a 
magnetic field line. 

Hereafter we shall concentrate on the open geometry of the confining mag-
netic field, the magnetic mirror, but we note that some results obtained for 
mirrors are also valid in toroidal geometry. The basic configuration is pre-
sented on Fig 2.6, where the magnetic field is stronger at the ends. 

Figure2.6: Basic (unstable) axisymmetric magnetic field 

2.5 Magnetic bottle. Adiabatic invariants 

With presence of an electric field E and a magnetic field B , a charged 
particle q  will experience an action of the Lorentz force  

q
m

F E + v×B

 Substituting the Lorentz force into the Newton’s second law, we obtain the 
differential equations of motion, 
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d qm
dt m

d
dt

v E + v×B

xv

where x  is the position vector of the charged particle. From these equations 
we can see that the particle will perform a spiral motion along the magnetic 
field line. The frequency of the gyration component of the spiral motion is 
called the gyro cyclotron frequency, 

2
c

q

where

c

B
q

m

From the last equation we can see that the electrons and the ions gyrate with 
the opposite directions, and that the gyro frequency is the same for all 

charged particles with the same 
q

m , independently on their v . Radius of 
this gyro motion (the Larmor radius) is v / cr , there v  is the perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field component of the charged particle velocity. 
The magnetic mirror effect represents an infinite back and forth particle 
spiral motion along a magnetic field line, reflecting at the points with a 
somewhat higher magnetic field strength, depending on the particle perpen-
dicular velocity. There is also a slow perpendicular drift of the gyro centre. 
A charged particle will be trapped, if the magnetic field has a minimum in 
between the mirrors, if the particle gyro orbit radius is sufficiently small, in 
practice smaller than 0.1, depending on the particular magnetic field geome-
try, and if its pitch angle at the location of minimum magnetic field strength,  

arctan v / v

is bigger than the loss cone angle,

1sin sin loss cone
mR

,
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where 1 0/mR B B  is the mirror ratio, i.e. the ratio of the highest magnetic 
field strength 1B  at the mirrors to the lowest magnetic field value 0B  at the 
centre of the confinement region. 
Particle confinement by a magnetic field is based on the first adiabatic 
invariant and the energy conservation law. The first adiabatic invariant is the 
magnetic moment of the gyrating particle 

2v
2

m
B

which is to a very high degree of accuracy, constant when averaged over the 
gyro period. This invariant determines whether or not a particle is trapped 
between the mirrors, a too low velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field 
would displace the turning point to a location with higher magnetic field 
strength, or this particle would even transit the mirror and become lost. The 
gyro averaged particle energy is  

2v
2
m B q

and, if the electric potential can be neglected, this gives 

v ( )B x

Since  and  are constant, the parallel speed decreases with increasing B. 

The bounce motion is bounded, and the particle is trapped in a mirror if 
/mirrorB

The longitudinal action integral  

( , ) vJ dl
where the integration is along the magnetic field line, is often described in 
plasma physics textbooks [8] and [9] as a second adiabatic invariant. How-
ever, J  is an invariant only under certain conditions, e.g. the periodic longi-
tudinal motion of the charged particles, which is true if the magnetic field 
lines form nearly closed loop over a longitudinal bounce and the accumu-
lated perpendicular drift is small, so that the particle returns to its initial 
bounce point, or the mirror reflection returns the particle back, approxi-
mately to its initial position. Since the guiding centre of a charged particle 
drifts across the magnetic field lines, J  is not an exact invariant but only 
adiabatic as an average over the longitudinal bounce motion. Although the 
introduced longitudinal adiabatic invariant J  exists under the somewhat 
restrictive conditions, it has an important meaning. In some cases, the guid-
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ing center of a particle, bouncing between the mirrors, fills ergodically a 
closed mean drift surface around a magnetic field line. The longitudinal 
invariant J  gives information about the particle gyro centre trajectory 
without solving the equations of motion. For example, if a mirror trap is 
slowly shortened, v constantzJ l  implies an increase of v  and 
thereby decrease in the particle pitch angle which leads to the particle end 
loss.
A modified longitudinal invariant has been introduced in Paper IX by 

2

1

2
s

eff
s

J m U ds

where effU q B  is the guiding centre (Northrop-Teller) potential, and 
the integration is along the gyro centre drift orbit (unlike in the conventional 
invariant J , where the integral is taken along the magnetic field line) for a 
half bounce between the turning points where the integrand is vanishing. The 
modified longitudinal invariant J  is an exact constant in the first order 
approximation, i.e. / 0dJ dt  for the trapped particles in a stationary 
electromagnetic field, even if there is an essential displacement of a particle 
gyro centre from the initial magnetic field line, caused by a slow perpendicu-
lar drift. 
In stationary electromagnetic fields the energy is the third adiabatic invari-
ant. If there is a weak, no resonant time dependence in the fields, a third 
adiabatic invariant, i.e., the flux , contained within the drift surface can 
generalize the invariance of the energy. 
Constancy of the invariants  and J  (or J  ) can be perturbed by a Cou-
lomb collision event, radio frequency waves or an instability. These proc-
esses may lead to particle leakage along the magnetic field and to a perpen-
dicular diffusion.

2.6 MHD equilibrium. Plasma beta.

A dynamic system is stable or unstable towards small perturbations. In a 
linearized theory, an unstable perturbation grows in time, typically with an 
exponential rate. A system is in a perfect thermodynamic equilibrium if the 
particle velocity distribution is Maxwellian and there would be no density 
and magnetic field gradients. In this case the entropy is maximal and there 
would be no free energy to create waves and distort the stability of plasma 
equilibrium. However, a Maxwellian distribution cannot be confined, and 
thus distribution functions of interest to fusion deviates somewhat from 
Maxwellian distributions. There are two major classes of instabilities for a 
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plasma contained in a magnetic field: Low frequency MHD instabilities and 
high frequency microinstabilities. The MHD instabilities in a plasma usually 
lead to large scale displacement of the plasma and these instabilities can 
typically be well described in the frame of standard MHD theory, whereas 
the microinstabilities arise because of anisotropy in the particles velocity 
space, and to describe them one need to use a more refined kinetic theory. 
The issue of MHD stability of plasma equilibrium in a confining magnetic 
field was first considered by E. Teller [10]. Magnetic field lines in the first 
constructed simple mirror machine were concave inward, as shown in Fig 6. 
This implies a negative magnetic field strength gradient in the radial direc-
tion. In such a ‘negative curvature’ region, MHD instabilities can occur.  
 As a simplification, plasma can be considered as a fluid. If 
plasma is in an equilibrium state with no macroscopic mass motion, a com-
mon set of single fluid MHD (so called ideal MHD) equations is:  

0

( ) 0

0

( ) 0

P
t

t

d p
dt

v j B

v

E v B j
B j

B

(MHD)

where  is the plasma resistivity, 0  is the permeability and  is the 
density. The ‘adiabatic’ equation of state  

( ) 0d p
dt

is simply a model assumption, needed to make the system of equations 
closed. It usually assumes 5 / 3 , while  corresponds to an in-
compressible displacement with 0v . The MHD equations are fluid 
equations for mass and momentum combined with an equation for the elec-
tric field (which says that the electric field in the plasma rest frame is zero in 
absence of resistivity), Ampere’s law and an assumed equation of state 
relating the perturbed density and pressure to each other. If the plasma 
conductivity is infinite, which usually is a good approximation at fusion 
temperatures, the magnetic field is ‘frozen’ into the plasma in the ideal MHD 
model, and no splitting or merging of flux lines can occur in this model of 
the plasma. In the ideal MHD model both electrons and ions are supposed to 
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be collision dominated. Collisions randomize the distribution function and 
thereby it leads to an isotropic pressure. In collision dominated model, the 
distribution functions for both electron and ions are approximately locally 
Maxwellian.
In the collisionless model, the pressure tensor is rather complicated and 
requires the solution of the kinetic equations. The two-fluid model gives a 
more precise description of a plasma. According to this model, plasma 
consists of two species, electrons and ions. A representative set of MHD 
equations for this case is:  

0

/ ,

/ 0

0
j

j j j j j j j j j

j j j

i i i e e e

j j

m n t n q p j i e

n t n

n q n q

p Cn

v v v E v B

v

B v v
B

Neglecting the electron mass in the momentum balance for the electrons 
gives a more general version of Ohm’s law, which includes the Hall effect,

1 1
e e eP P

en en en
jE v B v B B

If the electron temperature gradient is small, and the third term in the gener-
alized Ohm’s law dominates, Boltzmann’s relation  

0 exp / B en n e k T
holds
For the steady state with the scalar pressure the equations

0

p j B
B j

must be satisfied. The first equation is the force balance between the pres-
sure gradient and the Lorenz force. These equations give  

2 1
0 0/ 2p B B B

In the case ˆ( )B xB z , this gives a constant total pressure
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2

02
BP const

The value 2
0/ 2B  is the magnetic field pressure. In a plasma with non 

uniform density, the magnetic field thus is lower in the region with higher 
density. The magnetic field inside the plasma decreases due to diamagnetic 
currents. The value, 

2 2
0 0

plasma pressure
/ 2 / 2 m.f. pressure

nkTP
B B

indicates how large the diamagnetic response of the plasma is. In order to 
have an economically reasonable thermonuclear fusion reactor, one has to 
have 5%  or so, dependent on sophisticated details of the energy con-
finement time scaling, since the energy production is proportional to n , and 
the applied energy increases with the magnetic field strength. A particular 
fusion devise has a  limit for MHD stability. In the conventional tokamaks 
with a large aspect ratio, the  limit is about 13%, (for the spherical toka-
maks with a lower aspect ratio the beta limit is higher, in particular, a record 
tokamak beta value of 40% has been achieved in START spherical tokamak 
with the aspect ratio of about 1.25 at the Culham Science Centre with the 
NBI heating of plasma) while mirrors (in particular, the 2XIIB) have been 
operated with 80% , or even higher  values without any evidence of 
the MHD instabilities. From this point of view, the mirrors are more attrac-
tive than toroidal devices, but a deep concern for mirrors is the longitudinal 
confinement.

2.7 MHD stability. Magnetic well stabilization.

A great result in mirror research is that the condition for MHD stability of a 
magnetically confined plasma is satisfied by a minimum B configuration [1]. 
A ‘magnetic well’ (or minimum B) field has a magnetic field strength that 
increases in every direction away from the centre of the machine. For a 
mirror magnetic field this requirement can be met, if the magnetic field 
strength increases in the radial direction 

0B

where is the radial flux coordinate. This means that such a field has a 
minimum on the magnetic axis and positive (concave) curvature of the 
magnetic field lines. A stable, to all infinitesimal perturbations, plasma 
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equilibrium corresponds to a minimum energy of a plasma and a confining 
magnetic field.
However, the magnetic well requirement cannot be met by a magnetic field 
in a closed torus. A toroidal magnetic filed cannot be arranged to increase 
outward to the boundary of the confined plasma, but the magnetic well 
condition can be satisfied on the average around the torus. To increase the 
stabilizing effect of the average minimum B field in the tooidal device, a 
magnetic shear effect should be added, i.e. the magnetic field lines should be 
reshaped from the simple circles to the helices with the different pitch angle 
at every magnetic flux surface. The simplest way to arrange such a magnetic 
field configuration is to induce a strong electrical current in plasma in the 
toroidal direction.  
An average minimum B field criterion can also be introduced for the mirror 
devices.
This is the well known Rosenbluth and Longmire criterion  

0dl
B

A magnetic well field is a stronger requirement and thereby satisfies the 
average criterion. In terms of the magnetic field line curvature this criterion 
can be rephrased as follows: A system is MHD stable if the positive curva-
ture regions dominate the negative curvature regions.  
 The first experimental verification of the magnetic well 
stabilization was done by Ioffe [2]. A magnetic field in the Ioffe experiment 
was created by six long bars with direct current in opposite directions with 
respect to each neighbor bar. In this experiment, MHD instabilities were 
suppressed and the plasma losses were in agreement with theoretical predic-
tions of plasma loss due to classical loss, i.e. ion-ion collisions and charge 
exchange. The design of the coils, providing such a magnetic well field, has 
been invented by M.S. Ioffe, see Figure 2.7.  
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Figure 2.7: The baseball coil configuration to provide a minimum B field. (the 
picture is taken from the Ref[11]).

Later on, the 2XIIB experiment in the US also successfully proved that a 
magnetic well’ field provides a stable confinement of a high  plasma [12] 
and [13]. 

In the Fig 8 the ‘cusp’ (or multipole) field is sketched. This field is 
an example of an axisymmetric magnetic well. Such field has a minimum 

0B  on the central axis, but this kind of field alone is not useful in mir-
rors, because the constancy of the adiabatic invariants breaks down at the 
low field regions. However, by superposing this cusp field on a solenoidal 
field, whose strength increases to the mirrors, a stable mirror field can be 
obtained. An example of such a combined mirror-cusp magnetic field has 
been developed in [14] and a proof of the stability of such a system against 
the finite perturbations, conserving the magnetic moment has been given at 
the low  limit. In addition, it has been established for the particular mir-
ror-cusp configuration, that there is no current along the force lines; thereby 
this system is stable against several drift instabilities.
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Figure 2.8: Cusp to produce a minimum B field

Figure2.9: Cusp combined with the magnetic mirror field configuration 

The magnetic mirror confinement of a plasma was proposed independ-
ently by R.F. Post in the USA and G.I. Budker in the USSR. M.S. Ioffe and 
his research group in the USSR did the first experimental demonstration of 
MHD instability suppression by means of minimum B field, i.e. a magnetic 
well field. The geometry of an open ended magnetic trap put strong require-
ments on the magnetic field. The magnetic field should balance plasma 
pressure across and along the magnetic field lines.  
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Figure 2.9: Single cell mirror

The tandem mirror (TM) concept, proposed independently by Dimov in the 
USSR [15] and by Fowler and Logan in the USA [16], is based on the ‘aver-
age minimum B’ stability criterion. In a TM configuration, there are three 
linked mirror cells. The central cell has the largest volume, has a solenoidal, 
axisymmetric structure of the confining magnetic field and is aimed to 
confine the fusion plasma. The two end cells are placed on both ends of the 
central cell. They have a minimum B magnetic field, a positive curvature 
field and high plasma beta and are aimed to suppress plasma gross inter-
change instabilities in the central cell, where the confining magnetic field 
has negative (unfavourable) curvature. However, an adequate control of 
microinstabilities in tandem mirrors has not been achieved. Even the MHD 
stability in a tandem mirror could be distorted by excitation of the localized 
modes in the regions with an unfavorable curvature of the magnetic field 
lines. Nevertheless, tandem mirror, with an axisymmetric magnetic field 
structure, satisfying an average minimum B criterion, presents the main-
stream in recent mirror research. A schematic coil configuration of a TM is 
shown in Figure 2.10. 

Figure 2.10: Tandem mirror configuration
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In order to overcome the unfavorable magnetic field line curvature regions, 
in the first version of TM devices, the plasma density in the end plugging 
cells was much higher than in the central cell. That design requires a much 
higher magnetic field in the plugs and an increased demand of power of the 
injected neutral beam. Thereby this would make that kind of TM device 
unfeasible as a fusion reactor. 
As a mean to solve this problem, the ‘thermal barrier’ idea has been pro-
posed by Baldwin and Logan [4]. This idea provides a thermal isolation of 
the high temperature electrons in the plug cells from a contact with the 
somewhat colder electrons of the central cell plasma by a large potential 
downtake from the midplane to the endplugging cells and by some reshaping 
of the magnetic field in the endpluggs, axial temperature and density pro-
files. This approach is economically beneficial because the plasma density 
where the plugging potentials can be generated by ECRH, applied at the plug 
cells, can be lower than the central cell plasma density. A schematic view of 
a thermal barrier TM is presented in Figure 2.11. 

Figure 2.11: Tandem mirror with a thermal barrier for the electrons

In order to reduce longitudinal particle loss, multimirror traps have 
been suggested. This is a system of identical simple mirror cells, linearly 
linked to each other. Stability and confinement problems of the multimirror 
traps have been investigated by many authors in the 1960-70, see [17-21]. A 
claim of the idea is that a particle, escaping from one of the cells could be 
retrapped in one of the other cells, if a particle-particle collision event would 
take place. Clearly this implies a necessity to shortening the mean free path, 
and thus a very high plasma density is required. However, MHD stability 
still remains one of the main problems of these devices. A mean to suppress 
low frequency instabilities, in multimirrors, is the average minimum B 
magnetic field, proposed by Furth and Rosenbluth [20]. In the low case 
this requirement is 
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where the integral is taken over a longitudial period. A disadvantage of the 
magnetic field model, calculated in [20] is a strong fanning of the magnetic 
flux tube even for a low mirror ratio. In [22] more accurate calculations have 
been carried out in order to minimize this fanning effect for an average 
minimum B magnetic well field, but the ellipticity obtained in that paper is 
still fairy high, in the range of 20-30 for the typical mirror ratios. One exam-
ple of a multimirror magnetic trap experimental device is the GOL-3 instal-
lation, situated in Novosibirsk, Russia. 

2.8 Linear collider

A ‘Linear collider’ is an example of a ‘low-Q’ machine, whose efficiency is 
based on energy-recovery.  Post [23] has analyzed theoretically an interest-
ing hypothetical limit of a beam-plasma device, a “linear collider” operating 
with 3D He . This is a kind of ion-beam reflection device, where a nearly 
monoenergetic ion beam is injected through one end of a very long, 

10L km  or so, axisymmetric device, and then reflected near a maximal 
field back to the neighborhood of the injection. The optimal energy for 
fusion reaction is chosen for the beam, the electrons are cold, and the energy 
of the ion beam after the first reflection is recovered when the beam passes 
through the end. For the beam-plasma system, there is a theoretical possibil-
ity to obtain net fusion energy gain with Q < 1 and a low electron tempera-
ture, provided the recovery of the ion beam energy is efficient (a well de-
fined energy is required for this) and that microinstabilities would not reduce 
the fusion power gain substantially. A linear collider device could be build in 
a long underground tunnel.  

2.9 Kinetic Stabilizer

The Kinetic Stabilizer is suggested as a mean to MHD stabilize an axisym-
metric or tandem mirror plasmas by employing the injected or reflected by 
the mirrors ion beams. This idea has been proposed by D. Ryutov [24] in 
1980s. The concept has been experimentally tested at the Gas Dynamic Trap 
(GDT) in Novosibirsk, Russia. The idea is the following: Plasma, escaping 
form the ends of an axisymetric device is predicted stabilize the central cell 
plasma, if it will expand sufficiently far away in the diverging magnetic field 
lines outside the mirrors, even if the expanding plasma density is much less 
than the central cell density. Experiments at the GDT also have shown that 
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with this technique MHD stability has been improved and the cross field 
diffusion is far below than the turbulence-enhanced diffusion rates. How-
ever, the stabilizing plasma density for the GDT, which operates with a high 
density and high collisional plasma, has to be high enough. For the case of a 
tandem mirror, where the collision rate is not as high, the stabilizing plasma 
density could be much lower to satisfy the stabilization requirements. The 
stabilizing plasma can be created with ion beams from sources situated far 
away from the mirrors. The ions are injected at small angles with the local 
magnetic field lines. Ions beams will be compressed, stagnated and reflected 
to a predetermined location on the converging magnetic field lines. This 
location can be chosen to optimize the stabilizing effect [24-26].  

2.10 Microinstabilities in mirrors

Self excited waves in a magnetically confined plasma may be unstable. The 
MHD instabilities, which can lead to gross motion of plasma, are character-
ized by low frequencies, less then ion cyclotron frequency. High frequency 
waves in plasmas are called microinstabilities. As distinct from the MHD 
instabilities, microinstabilities are less dangerous for the plasma confine-
ment, but they also pose a serious problem for fusion research, since they 
can perturb the adiabatic invariants and cause a large particle loss. Micro-
instability modes can be driven primarily by two sources: Pressure anisot-
ropy, which is always present in a mirror machine to obey the pressure 
balance condition p p . The second source for the microinstabilities is 
that the low perpendicular energy ions escape into the loss cone due to the 
ambipolar potential and the collisional loss.  
Microinstabilities are generally classified into the two classes: electrostatic 
and electromagnetic modes. Electrostatic modes involve charge separation 
and thereby perturb the electric field. Since they do not need a perturbed 
magnetic field to propogate, they can exist even in a nearly zero  plasma. 
It is often reasonable to assume electrostatic modes in a sufficiently low 
plasma.  

Table 2.1: Microinstabilities in mirrors.

High density electrostatic modes 

Name Origin Result Stabiliza-
tion

Conditions

Dary-
Guest_H
arris

E B
drift, if E
is inho-

Charge sepa-
ration, per-
turbation of 

Except for a 
low mirror 
ratio, colli-

2 2
pi ci
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(DGH) mogene-
ous in 
space

the electric 
field, self-
amplification 
of the mode 

sional
equilibrium 
is stable 
against the 
mode.
Broadering
of the ion 
distribution,
finite ge-
ometry. 
This type of 
microinsta-
bility does 
not appear 
in a mini-
mum B 
field.

Double-
hump 
(DH)

Double
humped 
character-
istics of 
the parti-
cles. Self-
destruc-
ting insta-
bility

Increases loss 
of the main 
plasma ions, 
causes rapid 
heating and 
trapping of 
the impurity 
ions

Selfdumped 
by diffusion 
in the veloc-
ity space 
which elimi-
nates the free 
energy
source.

Finite
geometry, 
broadening
of the loss 
cone distri-
bution

2 2
pi ci

High
fre-
quency
convec-
tive loss 
cone
mode
(HFCLC)

Collision-
ally
broadened
loss cone 
type ion 
distribu-
tions at 
high
density,
electron
mobility
increase,
sharply
peaked
ion en-

Amplitude of 
the wave 
grows with 
distance, 
enhances the 
Coulomb 
scattering
rate, ion-ion 
collision
frequency,
reduces iin

Warm 
plasma 
stabiliza-
tion, well-
randomized 
ion distri-
bution,
gentle axial 
density
gradient

2 2
pi ci

(high den-
sity)

k k

(electron 
mobility) 
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ergy
distribu-
tion, wave 
reflec-
tions.

Drift
cyclotron
loss cone 
(DCLC)

Radial
density
gradient,
narrow
particle
density
distribu-
tion

Destabiliza-
tion of a 
mirror sys-
tem,  

Warm 
plasma 
stabiliza-
tion, finite 
beta, finite 
geometry, 
ballistic
damping 
(injection
of energetic 
ions),
sloshing
ions

2 2
pi ci

0k

High density electromagnetic mode

Alfven ion 
cyclotron
(AIC)

Global ion 
anisotropy

 Reduce 
volume 
average
anisotropy
by sloshing 
ions, warm 
plasma. 

2 2
pi ci

T T

As indicated from experimental results and theoretical predictions, a fusion 
plasma stable against the high frequency instability modes can be obtained 
with use of warm plasma stabilization and sloshing ions, see Page 1699 in 
[3]. 

2.11 Plasma heating

Radiofrequency heating of plasma has been introduced at the earlier stage of 
mirror research. A hot electron plasma has been created with use of ECRH 
(electron cyclotron resonance heating). However, when ICRH (ion cyclotron 
resonance heating) has been used in the first experiments, it had later been 
understood that the ICRH may drive a part of the ion population into the loss 
cone due to the phase difference between the particle and the wave [3]. 
Electromagnetic waves with ion or electron resonance frequencies are ap-
plied at many plasma confining devices for the initial plasma production, 
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heating and sustainment of the plasma. Fast Alfven ion cyclotron waves are 
mostly in use for high density plasmas in the large sized tokamaks. 

ICRH Damping of the fundamental ion frequency wave is negligible in a 
single species plasma, since its electric field rotates in the opposite sense to 
the ions, but at the second harmonic resonance, the perpendicular electric 
field has the polarization, needed to couple to the plasma ions. Therefore 
many ICRH scenarios apply the second harmonic of the ion cyclotron fre-
quencies. For example, at JET the ICRH is applied with the second harmonic 
(double frequency of the ion gyration) of the main plasma ions (D), or with a 
fundamental frequency of the minority (T, or He) ions. The available ICRH 
frequency range at JET is 23-57 MHz with the 2MW power of the amplifier. 
Slow Alfven waves are applied for plasma heating in low density plasmas at 
GAMMA 10 [27]. A high ion temperature of above 10 keV  has been 
achieved with ICRH heating in GAMMA 10 [27].  
The absorption of the higher harmonics of the ICRH is more efficient at the 
stronger magnetic field side. This means the regions near the mirrors for a 
mirror machine, or the innermost region for the tokamaks, in the last case it 
can pose a technological issue for maintaining the antennae system on the 
device.

Lower-hybrid resonance heating (LHRH) waves have the frequencies 
between the ion and the electron cyclotron frequencies. However, the LHF 
heating of plasma is not efficient, but it has another application, very signifi-
cant for the tokamaks. Since it has an electric field component parallel to the 
magnetic field lines, it can drive a current, Low Hybrid Current Drive 
(LHCD). The electrons, whose thermal velocity is slightly slower than the 
velocity of the wave propagation can increase their velocity in the direction 
of the wave propagation, but some fraction of the electrons with the higher 
velocity will be slowed down. However, in the thermal distribution of the 
electron velocities, there are more particles with slower velocities, thus more 
electrons will be accelerated by the wave. LHRH is efficient only at low 
density.

Electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) is commonly used to heat 
the electrons in the plugs and in the thermal barriers of tandem mirrors. 
ECRH is also used in some large tokamaks, for example at JT-60U in Japan, 
DIII-D in USA and ASDEX-U in Germany. Typical frequency range for the 
ECRH in the tokamak plasma is about 100 GHz. The energy, obtained by the 
ECR heating of the electrons transfers to the plasma ions comparatively 
slowly. An advantage of the ECRH waves is that they can propagate in the 
vacuum and can be quite precisely steered.  
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Neutral Beam Injection 
A very well known technique of the plasma heating is the NBI. This method 
has been employed in the both toroidal and the mirror plasma confining 
devices. The high energetic neutral atoms of the injected beam carry the 
large kinetic energy into the plasma. The neutral atoms of the beam get 
ionized by the collisions with plasma particles and experience the action of 
the electromagnetic fields inside the chamber. The new ions, obtained from 
the beam have a higher velocity than the bulk plasma ions. In a series of the 
particle-particle collisions the kinetic energy of the beam ions is distributed 
to the all plasma particles. Neutral beams usually consist of the H, D or T 
atoms. The energy of the beam should be sufficiently high in order to deliver 
the energy to the plasma centre. The NB energy is typically 80-140 keV, the 
total power of the NB heating at JET is 23 MW [28] and [29]. 

Ohmic heating in tokamaks 
The induced toroidal plasma current in the tokamaks is required for the 
equilibrium, but it does also play a role in the plasma heating. Indeed, it is 
very effective at low temperatures, of about eT  2 keV or less, through the 
resistance of the plasma due the ion-electron collisions, because the resis-
tance of the plasma is proportional to 3/ 2

eT [28]. This heating reaches its 
maximum in the centre of the plasma. Experimentally obtained temperatures 
at which the ohmic heating is effective are somewhat higher than expected 
ones. This effect is caused partly due to the high Z impurities and partly due 
to the increased resistivity by the trapped particles. Moreover, a continuous 
electrical current in the plasma cannot be maintained by the transformer, 
where the plasma plays the role of the secondary circuit; thereby an addi-
tional, non-inductive current drive is required for a steady-state tokamak 
reactor. Many different approaches to create a non inductive current drive in 
the tokamak plasma have been investigated, but there is no good scenario of 
a non inductive current drive so far. This is the reason why the ITER is 
decided to operate as a pulsed system. 

Alpha particle heating of plasmas 
The high energetic particles, produced in the nuclear fusion reactions can 
contribute to the plasma heating. Since the particles are positively 
charged, they can be confined by the magnetic field and slowed down, 
delivering their energy to the plasma electrons and ions. A significant effect 
of the particles heating of the plasma ions has been observed in 1997 at 
JET [30]. In this experiment, with the DT plasma, a high fusion power of 
about 6.75 MW was reported with the corresponding Q value of 0.65 and the 
fraction of the particles power, delivered to the ions was about 15% [31]. 
When the heating from the particles will be enough to sustain the thermo-
nuclear reactions, the so-called ignition condition will be reached. 
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2.12 Earlier mirror experimental facilities 

2.12.1 Phaedrus  

It is a tandem mirror, that has been operating for several years at Wisconsin, 
US. The experiments on this devise have been focused at sloshing ion forma-
tion, MHD stabilization, and ICR heating within an axisymmetric geometry 
of the external magnetic field.

2.12.2 TARA

It is a medium 10 m  scale tandem mirror, completed in 1984 at MIT, to 
develop greater understanding of basic tandem mirror physics, with empha-
sis on microstability properties, thermal barrier formation, and RF heating. 
TARA has special ‘axicell’ magnetic geometry. Axisymmetric magnetic 
field in the central cell is aimed to reduce the radial transport. Microinstabili-
ties and the MHD activity have been observed during experiments with 
ICRF heating of the central cell ions [32] and [33]. 

Mirror machines at Livermore 

A review of the mirror research at Livermore is found in [34] 
The first magnetic mirror machine was built in 1952. It was called Cucumber 
I and aimed to demonstrate the feasibility of the magnetic mirror concept 
[35], which has been successfully archived.  

 The next step was the Toy Top mirror machine, which has demonstrated 
a possibility of plasma containment of plasma in a mirror system. Further 
development of the concept was the Toy Top III (or 2X) device. 
In 1968 the 2X had established a new breakthrough in the thermonuclear 
fusion research. In this experimental device the impurities were removed by 
coating the vacuum chamber with a thin titanium layer whose surface was 
absorbing the impurity atoms. With these improved vacuum conditions, the 
2X machine has archived a longer confinement time. 

An improved design of the 2X was presented by the 2XIIB machine. 
There were also Baseball I and Baseball II mirror machines, built at LLL. 
They were ones of the earliest neutral beam injection experiments. Plasma, 
obtained in the Baseball II experiment in 1972 had demonstrated a high 
stability at low plasma density. Indeed, a plasma of 20 cm in the diameter, 
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15 32 10 m , was confined at the Baseball II facility for 1000 msec with the 
ion temperature of about 2keV [36]. 

2.12.4 2XIIB  

2XIIB is a single cell mirror machine, built at Livermore in 1975. This is a 
small scale mirror facility, its mirror-to-mirror distance is 3.4m . The sys-
tem consists of a superconducting magnet of the Yin-Yang form. Experi-
ments were carried out with a central cell magnetic field strength of 2 T  and 
mirror ratio equal to 2. In 1976, with the introduction of high energetic 
neutral beams, the great experimental plasma parameters were obtained at 
the 2XIIB facility. A high density ( 20 310 m ) and high ion temperature 

16 keViT  (a lower average ion energy was about 10 keV) plasma was 
generated and sustained for about 4ms with the central beta exceeding unity, 
the central electron temperature measured by the Thomson scattering system 
was of about 60 eV, that indicated a large ion energy loss as drag on the 
electrons [37]. However, the record electron temperature in the 2XIIB ex-
periments is only 260 eVeT  in spite of the high iT . The TMX machine 
was the next generation of the mirror program. 

2.12.3 TMX 

TMX is a tandem mirror, located at Livermore in the USA. The experiments 
at the TMX were aimed on the initiation, heating and maintenance of 
plasma, employing the high energetic neutral beams. In the 1980s the TMX 
has been modified to TMX-Upgrade with thermal barrier end plugs. The 
TMX-U is the first experimental device with the thermal barrier end cells. 
The thermal barrier concept has been proposed by Baldwin and Logan in [4]. 
It uses a combination of neutral beam injection and ECRH. The aim is to 
provide a confining electric potential for the electrons and a potential barrier 
for ions to provide warm plasma stabilization in the central cell. The experi-
mentally central cell plasma density is about twice the plug density [38].  
TMX-U demonstrated plugging and thermal barrier potentials [39] with a 
low central cell plasma density. However, when the central cell density 
increased beyond a few times 18 310 m , the plugging did not work well.  

Success with the TMX experiment led to the MFTF which was later 
modified to the MFTF-B (tandem Mirror Fusion Test Facility) project.  
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2.12.5 MFTF

MFTF at Livermore is the largest experimental tandem mirror ever built. 
The device has been completed in 1980 and was aimed to approach the 
‘breakeven’ conditions on plasma temperature and energy confinement time. 
The magnet system for MFTF was the largest superconducting system ever 
built to the 1980. In 1980, after the encouraging results obtained with the 
TMX tandem mirror with low density, it was decided to remodel the MFTF 
conventional mirror to a tandem mirror project, MFTF-B [40,41]. The 
MFTF-B has inherited from the MFTF the superconducting yin-yang mag-
nets, the pulsed power and the neutral beam injector subsystems. The mag-
netic system of the MFTF-B consisted of the two yin-yang coils and 24 
superconducting coils. The MFTF was intended to operate at the ion tem-
perature as high as 15 keV and confine the pure D plasma for 1 s. The facil-
ity was completed in 1986, however the next day it was shut down due to 
budget cuts. The device however was not completely equipped, the plasma 
diagnostic system and the heating system were still not operational and it 
would require at least 18 month more to complete the systems. No serious 
experimental tests could therefore be carried out on the MFTF-B facility. 

The constructional properties of the tandem mirror devices are given on 
the Table 2.2, taken from [34]. 

Table 2.2: Parameters of the Tandem Mirror devices
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2.13 Present mirror facilities; their parameters and 
obtained experimental data 

2.13.1 GAMMA 10 

The GAMMA 10 facility is a tandem mirror located in Japan. It consists of a 
central cell, two pairs of axisymmetric central and plug/barrier cells, see 
Figure 2.12. The anchor cells are non- axyisymmetric and aimed to provide 
an average minimum B field to archive MHD stability and a positive (fa-
vourable) field line curvature. The full axial length of the facility is 27 m, the 
central cell is 6 m length with a 0.36 m diameter and the magnetic field 
strength at the midplane is 0.4 T and the mirror ratio is 5.2. The anchors and 
plugs have an axial length of 2.5 m with magnetic field strength 0.497 T, and 
the mirror ratio 6.2.  
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Figure 2.12: Schematic view of the GAMMA 10 tandem-mirror; (a) magnetic 
coil set, (b) magnetic-flux tube with heating systems, as well as (c) axial magnetic-
field (dashed curve) and potential profiles (solid curve). (Permission to use the 
figure is received from Prof. T. Cho)

ICRF heating with gas puffing sustain the central cell plasma. Fundamental 
ECRH form a positive plug potential at the end cells. A 100 kW ICRH at 9.9 
or 10.3 MHz and 200 kW ICRH at 4.47 or 6.36 MHz have been applied to 
the central cell ions and for the ions in the both anchor cells respectively. 
Then the plasma has reached its steady state. The fundamental ECRH have 
been applied at the plugs to produce the plug potential [42], see Fig12 and 
[43]. Plasma with an ion temperature of about 4 keV and density of 1210 cm-3

has been built up at the facility. The electron temperature has been increased 
during ECRH from 0.06 keV to 0.08 keV [44]. 
Experiments of the RF heating optimization with installed conducting plates 
in the anchor transition regions have been carried out [45]. The plates are 
aimed to fix the plasma boundary potential in order to reduce irregular 
electric fields, which can enhance the radial loss. The particle confinement 
time estimation with applied ICRH is /p eN I  where e is the unit 
charge, N is the number of the flux tube ions, and I is the end loss current 
from the both sides of the flux tube [45]. The observed radial loss is much 
smaller than the longitudinal loss. Without control plates, the radial and axial 
loss would be comparable. Potential formation and potential confinement 
have been achieved with the conducting plates installation by ICRH heating. 
Radial loss reduced to less than 3% of the total particle loss is suggested as 
an effect of the potential creation.
Plasma density has been increased 2 times and a confining potential of 0.6 
kV has been obtained with 140 kW ECRH power [45].  
A strong temperature anisotropy, / 10T T , has been registered in the 
experiments [46]. This cause unstable AIC mode. An influence of the spon-
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taneously excited AIC modes on the high energy ions behaviour has been 
determined. When the AIC mode amplitude grows up, the high energy ions 
with an initial pitch angle of about 090  begin to escape from the central cell. 
That decreases the temperature anisotropy and enhances the high energy ions 
end loss, and thereby a non linear self stabilization of the mode occurs, but at 
the price of an increased longitudinal loss 

2.13.2 AMBAL-M 

The Ambal-M installation is an ambipolar mirror trap, located in Novosi-
birsk, Russia. The magnetic field of the device is completely axisymmetric, 
that excludes neoclassic particle loss. The total length of the device is 26 m ,
the central solenoid length is 14 m , and the diameter of the vacuum cham-
ber of the central solenoid is about 1 m . The magnetic field strength at the 
end mirrors is 5.5 T , and the operation cycle duration is about 0.1 s .
Plasma density and temperature at the central solenoid are 13 33 10 cm  and 
500eV respectively. Main issues in the experimental and theoretical work at 
the facility are to provide MHD stability of a high pressure plasma (this 
problem is complicated by axisymmetry of the confining magnetic field), to 
achieve a good longitudinal particle and energy confinement, to reduce 
power inputs required for device operation, and to attain high plasma pa-
rameters, see [47-49]. 
Schematic views of the device and the magnetic field strength profile are 
shown in Figure 2.13. 
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Figure 2.13: A scheme of the current coils, neutral beam injectors, and the mag-
netic flux surface of the AMBAL-M. Magnetic field strength.  

2.13.3 GDT (Gas Dynamic Trap) 

GDT is one of the magnetic mirror experimental facilities located in Novosi-
birsk, Russia. The Gas Dynamic Trap is a version of a single cell mirror with 
axially simmetric, average minimum-B magnetic field. MHD stability of the 
device is supposed to be provided by the ‘kinetic stabilizer’ approach, which 
includes a non-negligible amount of plasma beyond the mirrors. The most 
promising application of the facility is a high (14MeV) energy neutron 
source for material testing. The total length of the GDT is 14m, central cell 
radius is 49 cm, magnetic field in mirrors is up to 15 T, mirror ratio is high 
in the range of 10-50. There are 6 neutral beam injectors, aimed to create 
sloshing ions and heat the plasma in the device, operating with injection 
energy 6-18 keV, during 0.25-1.2 ms with injection angle of 45 degrees to 
the central axis of the device. The plasma, consisting of H+ or D+ reaches a 
density or order 13 310 cm  with electron temperature up to 120 eV, plasma 

 up to 30% and the energy confinement time is 0.3-2 ms, see also [50, 51]. 
A layout of GDT is shown in Figure 2.14, and a view of the device is pre-
sented in Figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2. 14.: The Gas Dynamic Trap layout

Figure 2.15: The GDT installation

(Dr. A. Anikeev is acknowledged for providing me with a picture of GDT layout 
and a photo of the device) 
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2.13.4 GOL-3

The GOL-3 multimirror trap located in Novosibirsk is aimed to confine a hot 
dense plasma. It consists of a 40 coils solenoid, 20 short mirror traps, its total 
length is 12 m, and the central solenoid length is 4.5 m. The confined plasma
has 3 cm radius and a length of 12 m. One of the more progressive recent 
results in mirrors is the suppression of the electron longitudinal thermal 
conductivity. A dense plasma, 21 310n m , with high electron temperature, 

2 3eT  keV, is created. A pulsed relativistic electron beam along the axis 
is used to heat the electrons. Efficiency of the beam heating is 30-40%. A 
limited amount of the electron energy is delivered to the ions, heating them 
up to 30 eV. The discharge lasts for 50 ms, and when the electron beam is 
turned off, plasma cools rapidly on a fraction of a ms time scale, see [52-54]. 
A scheme of the device is presented in Figure 16 and the electron accelerator 
is also shown in Figure 2.16 

Figure 2.16: A scheme of the GOL-3 multimirror trap and the electron accelera-
tor

(Dr. I. Ivanov form the GOL-3 team is acknowledged for providing me with 
this figure) 
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2.13.5 HANBIT 

The HANBIT mirror is located in Korea, and is based on the TARA tandem 
mirror device with the difference that HANBIT has the anchor and plug cells 
only on one side. It has a simple mirror central cell, one minimum B anchor 
and one simple mirror plug cell. At the first phase of re-installation, the main 
work has been done on improving basic diagnostics, heating and diagnostic 
systems. Recently, the HANBIT team has started the high-temperature 
plasmas physics study in this, axially asymmetric mirror configuration. The 
research is aimed towards MHD stabilization by the anchor cell, which is 
theoretically based on the average minimum B criterion, improvement of 
confinement by thermal barrier formation in the plug cell and also basic 
physic study of RF-heating, stability and confinement in the central cell, 
which has the simple mirror configuration. The central cell length is 5 m, the 
radius is 0.18 m, magnetic field strength at the midplane is 0.1 T - 0.3 T, and 
mirror ratio is about 10. RF amplifier of the 500 kW power and the 3.2-15 
MHz frequency range with a slot antenna, placed near the midplane of the 
central cell, is used for plasma production and heating, see [55]. Diagnostic 
tools for the measurements in the HANBIT are microwave interferometer, 
electrostatic probes, charge-exchange neutral particle analyzer, diamagnetic 
loops, H-alpha monitors, Thomson scattering system and an end-loss energy 
analyzer, see also [56].  

2.13.6 HIEI 

HIEI is an experimental ambipolar tandem mirror trap of a comparatively 
small size, located in Kyoto, Japan. The plasma in the devise is produced, 
stabilized and confined axially by ICRH waves. Magnetic field strength at 
the mirror is 0.25 T and mirror ratio is about 7.  
HIEI is a completely axisymmetric tandem mirror machine, central cell 
length of the device is 1.9 m and radius is of 0.24 m, the plug cells, which are 
placed on both sides of the central cell are of 0.7m length and have the same 
radius as the central cell. 
RF fields supress MHD stability of the plasma in the HIEI. The ponderomo-
tive force, produced by the RF fields stabilizes the plasma against the flute 
mode instability. 
Experimental work on radial confinement improvement by DC limiter 
biasing has been carried out on the facility, [57]. That has demonstrated the 
H-mode-like behavior in the tandem mirror plasma, namely, positive DC 
biasing reduces the density and periphery potential fluctuations, bulk plasma 
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density increases after the transition from the low to the high radial confine-
ment mode of operation. 
Axial confinement time of the core plasma has been improved [58] by the 
confining potential, produced by ICRF. Ions and electrons have been selec-
tively heated by adjusted power and frequency of the RF waves. Axial ion 
end loss has been reduced in the presence on the ion confining potential, 
created in the plug cell by RF induced diffusion in the electron velocity 
space.
Furthermore, an enhancement by a factor of 4, in the axial confinement of a 
high (14%) beta plasma, consisting of two ion species (majority ions are 
He+, minority are H+), has been attained [59] and [60]. 

2.14 Other open magnetic confinement systems

2.14.1 Z-pinch 

This is an example of inertial plasma confinement. The compressional z-
pinch configuration is a cylindrical plasma column, created between two 
electrodes in a transient electrical discharge. The plasma created by the 
ionization of a gas by the high voltage Z-current going along the discharge. 
The plasma column is compressed by the pinch effect, which is a conse-
quence of the attractive force between parallel current elements. The pres-
sure gradients act in the opposite directions. There is an axial electric cur-
rent, which heats the plasma by ohmic heating. Z-pinches are MHD unstable 
plasma formations, in particular, the m=0 (sausage instability) and the m=1 
(kink instability) modes can be excited in a z-pinch. In the earlier Z-pinch 
experiments strong instabilities leading to a complete loss of the plasma 
confinement after about 1-2 millisecond were observed. One scenario for z-
pinches is to rapidly build up the current and heat the plasma before MHD 
instabilities destroy the column. Z-pinches are used as soft X-ray flash 
sources. By covering the wall with gold, which has a large plasma fre-
quency, the X-rays are reflected and the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is 
avoided. The radiation can heat and compress a pellet to achieve inertial 
fusion [61]. This scenario has probably no significance for energy produc-
tion. A review of z-pinches is found in [62]. 
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2.14.2 Theta-pinch 

The external field in a theta pinch is a rapidly compressed straight solenoidal 
field. If the compression appears in a fraction of the gyro period, strong 
nonadiabatic heating occurs by the induced perpendicular electric field 

2
r dBE

dt
Collisionless shock waves have been studied in theta pinches. A low density 
theta pinch ( 0.005initial ) may be used to create a self-colliding beam 
with high luminosity for D-D reactions near the axis in a similar manner as a 
‘migma’ device, see Figure 2.17 and [63]. Theta pinches can also produce 
efficient X-ray or neutron flashes. 

Figure 2.17: Calculated trajectory of an ion in an implosive compression. A self-
colliding D beam can form with a sufficiently low .

2.14.3 Field Reversed Plasma Confining Devices  (FRC)

A wide review on the field reversed concept and the field reversed mirrors is 
found in [64]. Plasma confining devices, based on this principle can be 
distinguished according to the parameter s , which is the ratio of the com-
pact torus  minor radius to the average ion gyroradius and the ratio of the 
magnitude of B  to B  components of the internal magnetic field. In the 
class 1s  there are tree main types: The field reversed concept (FRC) with 
B B , spheromaks with B B  and the field reversed mirrors (FRM) 
with either B B  or B B . Astrons are representatives of the class 
with 1s . They have an annular layer of high energetic particles, which 
crates a diamagnetic current shell in a magnetic mirror field and zB  may 
reverse direction at the axis. The astron concept, suggested by N. Christo-
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filos [65] has a few crucial issues, which make the concept too pessimistic as 
a fusion reactor model. Electron rings, used to make a current within the 
plasma volume are not suitable for a fusion regime, because of the electron 
synchrotron radiation losses. The ion temperature, achieved in the astron 
experiments has not been high enough for creation of a reversed field ion 
ring configuration. The hot electron rings were difficult to create and even 
when created, they lasted only for a very short time. 

In a FRM, a compact torus is formed by neutral beam injection in a mag-
netic mirror field [66]. 

Figure 2.18: Magnetic field geometry of an FRC device

The FRC arose from the theta pinch. It is an elongated compact toroid, 
created without a toroidal magnetic field. An FRC is formed inside the 
closed magnetic field lines inside the separatrix region. In the region outside 
the separatrix the magnetic field lines are open, see Figure 2.18. FRC forma-
tion can be provided by a fast magnetic compression. 

Despite the formation differences, the FRM and FRC are closely related. 
A possible direction on FRC research is to use neutral beams to sustain the 
confined plasma.
The field reversal approach has some advantages, such as: Low field, sole-
noidal magnet, natural divertor – particle loss is the ash removal mechanism, 
cost effective maintenance, high beta, direct conversion with use of 

3D He . However, the field reversal concept has too hard uncertainties: 
Gross stability (the tilt instability), increase of the s  parameter (almost all 
FRC devices have   2s , while s  of order 20-40 is required for a fusion 
reactor, based on D T  fuel), stability scaling as size and s  increase, 
thermal conduction, in particular near the separatrix, and the internal flux 
loss. Some FRC devices are listed below: 

FRX-A/B, FRC-C/LSM (Los Alamos) (research onto scaling, transi-
tion, compression) 
TRX, LSX, STX (UW) (investigations of the gross stability, devel-
opment of the RMF current drive) 
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MRX, SPIRIT (PPPL) 
FIX (Osaka University) 
TS (Tokyo University) 
NUCTE-FRC shaping and n=2 stability (Nihon University) 
TOR, BN-FRC formation and linear compression 

2.15 Toroidal magnetic confinement systems 

2.15.1 Tokamaks

The principal magnetic field in tokamaks is toroidal. However, this magneitc 
field is not sufficient to confine the plasma. Plasma currents are used to 
generate the helical component of the resulting magneitc field, which is 
necessary for stable equlibrium [67, 68]. For comparison, in stellarators the 
confinig magnetic field is produced by external coils and there is a 
naglegible current flowing in a non burning plasma.  
It is very crusial for any fusion device to obtain a high plasma , since the 
fusion power density is proportional to the square of the plasma pressure, 
while the cost of the device increases with the magnetic field strength. The 
most dangerous instabilities in the tokamaks, the kink modes put the upper 
limit on the plasma beta. The beta limit in the tokamaks was analyzed by F. 
Troyon and cowokers in [69]. The Troyon beta limit has the form 

p
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where PI  is the plasma current, a  is the plasma minor radius, TB  is the 
vacuum toroidal magnetic field at the centre of the plasma, 
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is the volume average plasma , N  is the constant of proportionality 
(normalized ). The value of the N  of about 2.8 has been predicted in 
[69] with the ‘no-wall’ limit, i.e. free boundary conditions. However, with an 
assumption of the resistive wall, surrounding the plasma, the N  limit has 
been improved, reaching as high as the double value of the ‘no-wall’ N .
A 50% larger value of the N  has been obtained in [70] in the ballooning 
mode stability investigation. The resistive wall can help to suppress the long 
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wavelenght external kink instabilities, but for a time limited by the wall 
currents decay. A magnetic feedback system was proposed to correct the 
magnetic field deviations, caused by the instabitlies. Since the resistive wall 
slows down the growth time of the instabilities, it could be enough for the 
feedback system to find and correct them.  
There are two types of tokamaks, which are distingnished by their aspect 
ratio (the ratio of the major radius to minor radius). The aspect ratio of JET 
is 3.1. Conventional tokamaks have a large aspect ratio, while spherical 
tokamaks have small aspect ratio, and in the extreme limit, the inner wall 
reduces to a current rod.
The spherical tokamaks have a larger  threshold for MHD instabilities. 
Indeed, the Troyon limit can be rewritten as  
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where /A R a  is the aspect ratio,  
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is a safety factor ( 1cylq  or 2), and k is the elongation. Record values of 
the T  and the 0 - the central  for a tokamak device were produced with 
the NBI in the START (Small Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak) shperical 
tokamak at the Culham Science Centre, Oxford, UK. The experiment began 
in 1991 and was finished in 1998. MAST (Mega- Ampere Spherical 
Tokamak) is an example of the spherical tokamaks, located at the Culham 
Science Centre. MAST is the next step after the START experiment, began 
in 1999. The advantage of the ST, compared to the conventional tokamaks 
are the possibility to archieve a higher plasma  and a compact size, and 
thereby lower cost. A critical point for a ST is the inner wall, since it is 
unsertain whether the inner wall of a spherical tokamak would be able to 
sustain the neutral load in a reactor scenario or not. 
The tokamak plasma has a large electric current flowing in the torus. For 
TFTR at Princeton the plasma current is typically 1 2 MA . At the centre of 
the torus, far from the walls, plasma has the best conductivity and normally 
most of the plasma current is flowing at this region. 
The ions in the tokamaks are ohmically heated by transfer of energy from the 
more mobile electrons. Ohmic heating becomes inefficient for 2.5T keV ,
and sophisticated methods for non inductive current drive have been 
developed for tokamaks. Neutral beam heating and RF heating are applied 
for advanced tokamaks. Ions of D or T are accelerated to high energies and 
then neutralized and injected into the tokamak plasma. Neutral atoms are 
able to penetrate the magneitc field but they become ionized when they 
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penetrate the plasma. Plasma particles are heated by the collisions with the 
high energy ions form the beam. 
JET, located at Culham, outside Oxford, in the UK, is at present the largest 
tokamak in the world. JET has reached a Q value of about 0.64 in 1997. The 
plasma in JET has the following parameters: major radius 2.96 m, minor 
vertical radius 2.1 m, horizontal radius 1.25 m.  Magnetic field on the torus 
axis is 3.45 T, toroidal field power is 380 MW, and additional RF heating 
power is 25 MW. Plasma in the JET tokamak has so-called D-shape. The D-
shape has a higher  limit than a circular plasma shape, and also the D-
shape allows to introduce a divertor, whereas a circular shape cannot, al-
though a circularly shaped plasma is not a subject to the vertical displace-
ments and global fast instability modes and is more simple to build up from 
the technological point of view. Some examples: Tore Supra has a near 
circular shape, ITER is designed to confine D-shaped plasma, similar to that 
of JET, the JT 60 tokamak in Japan has similar parameters as JET. 
 The ITER tokamak will be built at Cadarashe in France and put into opera-
tion in 2015. The ITER will be a nearly full scale reactor, designed to pro-
duce 500 MW fusion power for pulses of about 400 s. A total power con-
sumption of ITER during a pulse will be of 200 MW. If the produced ther-
mal power will be converted to electricity by a steam turbine with an effi-
ciency of 33%, which is well reachable by a steam turbine, it would give 
about 200 MW of the electrical power, so the net power, produced in such a 
way would be about zero. However, the electricity production at ITER is 
planned only from a small section of the ITER blanket; it will give approxi-
mately 1 MW of electrical power, which is supposed to be delivered to a 
customer as a proof of the principle [71]. The first commercial thermonu-
clear tokamak fusion reactor cannot be built before 2040.  

2.15.2 Stellarators 

Stellarators are the second basic type of the toroidal plasma confining de-
vices. The stellarator concept was proposed by Spitzer in 1951. The main 
advantageous feature of the stellarators compare to the tokamaks is that they 
can operate in the steady-state regime. The magnetic field, necessary to 
confine the plasma is produced by means of the external magnetic coils. In 
contrast to tokamak, there is no need for the induction of a toroidal plasma 
current. The stellarators operate at the comparatively low , the volume 
average  is typically about 5% or even less. The plasma parameters, 
achieved so far in the stellarator experiments are comparable with that of 
tokamaks of the same size. The interchange instabilities in a stellarator are 
stabilized by a combination of the magnetic shear and the average magnetic 
well, kink and tearing modes are of no importance, since the net toroidal 
current in a modern stellarator is zero, but the pressure gradient driven 
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ballooning modes is expected to pose the limit on the plasma , although 
the negative magnetic shear, which increases in the regions of the unfavor-
able  curvature and decreases in the favorable curvature regions provides the 
stabilization of these modes up to a certain  limit [68], [72], and [73]. The 
performance of the stellarators has improved a lot during the last decade.  
However, the complicated design of the modular magnetic coils creates 
technological problems to produce them and increases the cost of the device. 
Twisted coils have been developed to design the magnetic field [74].  

 A critical problem for stellarators is whether or not the flux lines would 
remain on well defined flux surfaces in a burning plasma. Field lines may hit 
the wall after a certain number of revolutions around the torus, which de-
creases plasma confinement. Because of the non axisymmetry, some parti-
cles orbits in a stellarator could become chaotic, which would lead to particle 
loss and destruction of the confinement. In particular it could also lead to the 
loss of high energetic  particles, which can be dangerous for the first wall 
and reduces the capability of a stellarator to reach and sustain the ignition 
condition.
A selection of flux surface plots for various stellarators is shown in Figure 
2.19.  

W7-X

Greifswald,
Germany 
under con-
struction
A = 10, R0 = 
5.5m, Nfp = 5 
quasi-helical 
with boot-
strap current 
reduction

W7-AS

Garching,
Germany 
currently
operating, 
A = 12, R0 = 
2m, Nfp = 5 
quasi-helical 
with boot-
strap current 
reduction

CHS

Toki, Japan 
currently
operating
A = 5, R0 = 
1m, Nfp = 8 
torsatron

LHD

Toki, Japan 
currently op-
erating
A = 6.5, R0 = 
3.9m, Nfp = 10 
torsatron
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ATF

Oak Ridge, 
TN, U.S. 
no longer 
operating
A = 8, R0 = 
2m, Nfp = 12, 
torsatron

Heliotron E

Kytoto, Ja-
pan
now replaced 
by Heliotron 
J
A = 5, R0 = 
1m, Nfp = 19 
torsatron

TJ-II

Madrid,
Spain
currently
operating
A = 6 to 15, 
R0 = 1.5m, 
Nfp = 4 
flexible heliac

HSX

Madison WI, 
U.S.
currently op-
erating
A = 8, R0 = 
1.2m, Nfp = 4 
quasi-helical 
symmetry

QPS

Oak Ridge, 
TN, U.S. 
proposed
A = 2.6, R0 = 
1m, Nfp = 2 
quasi-
poloidal
symmetry

NCSX

Princeton,
NJ, U.S. 
proposed
A = 4.3, R0 = 
1.4m, Nfp = 3 
quasi-toroidal
symmetry

Figure 2.19: Magnetic flux surfaces of stellarators.

(Permission to use the figure is received by courtesy of Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory, U.S. Dept. of Energy) 
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2.15.3 Reversed field pinch (RFP) 

The worldwide research on RFP has begun in 1960. Relaxation to a mini-
mum energy state in a reversed field pinch (RFP) is provided by an internal 
turbulence. The magnetic field geometry of an RFP is presented in Figure 
2.20. In an RFP, the magnetic field lines wind loosely around the torus near 
the center. They wind more tightly as one moves outward, until near the 
edge of the plasma the toroidal magnetic field reverses and the field lines 
wind in the reverse direction. 

Figure 2.20: Magnetic field geometry of an RFP device

(Prof. J.R. Drake is acknowledged for providing me with this picture) 

The RFP devices are axisymmetric, like the tokamaks, the main difference 
between them is that in an RFP the toroidal magnetic field changes sign at 
the plasma edge. 
Peculiar properties of an RFP are pB B , toroidal and poloidal plasma 
betas are of order unity in the inverse aspect ratio expansion.  
Advantages of the RFP devices are a reduced magnetic field diffusion due to 
the RFP dynamo action, low magnetic field, a quite high  (the ideal MDH 
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limit is 40% , while the observed is of order 10-20%), they are more 
compact than tokamaks, and Ohmic heating may be used to higher tempera-
tures, perhaps even up to the 10 keV. 
The minimum magnetic energy  

2

0
/(2 )

m
W B d

state, neglecting the plasma energy compared to the magnetic field energy 
( 0 ) in an RFP is provided by the minimizing magnetic field which must 
satisfy B B , where  is constant along the magnetic filed lines 
[75]. With an assumption of a small departure from the perfectly conducting 
plasma approximation, in the final relaxation force-free state, there will be 
only one invariant,  

0K d
where the integration is taken over the entire volume of plasma. By minimiz-
ing

2

0 0/ 2W K B dA B

with use of the Lagrange multiplier , one gets B B , where the final 
equilibrium state depends only on a single constant . For a given aspect 
ratio and the scale factor 0B , the reversed toroidal magnetic field in the 
relaxed state is determined only by the  parameter,

0
, ,B r a RB h

where a  and R are the dimensions of the torus.In the cylindrical approxima-
tion (i.e. then the toroidal curvature is neglected) thereversal occurs if 

2.4a  [75]. Although, in the experiments, plasma confined in an RFP is 
reasonably close to the minimum energy state, a fully relaxed plasma has 
never been observed [76]. The Taylor state corresponds to a zero  case. 
The minimum energy state, discussed by Taylor with the reversal magnetic 
field component along the toroidal direction cannot be achieved in any 
plasma discharge, there should be a plasma turbulence, which by means of 
anomalous transport and plasma convection provides the field reversal. 
However, the presence of the turbulence has a negative influence on the 
plasma confinement and thereby is a critical issue for the RFP research. 
Representative RFP devices are [77]: 

Reversatron (Colorado), minor radius is 0.08m 
Extrap T1 (Stockholm), 0.06m 
Repute (Tokyo), 0.22m 
TPE-1RM20 (Tsukuba) 0.19 
TPE-2M (Tsukuba) 0.20 
Extrap T2 (Stockholm) 0.18 
MST (Wisconsin) 0.50 
RFX (Padova) 0.46 

The EXTRAP T1U is an RFP device, located at the Alfven Laboratory in 
Stockholm (Sweden).  EXTRAP T1U is a toroidal, axisymmetric experimen-
tal device, aimed to obtain a stable Z-pinch without or with a weak longitu-
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dinal magnetic field [78], [79]. The kink modes, which are dangerous for the 
pinch development, are claimed to be stabilized by an octupole magnetic 
field.
The EXTRAP T2R device is a reversed-field pinch (RFP) of a medium size, 
located at the Alfvén Laboratory at the Royal Institute of Technology. Stud-
ies of resistive wall mode control are the main focus of the program. The 
dynamics of the rotating tearing modes is also part of the research. Another 
area is statistical studies of turbulence at the edge region. Recently, there has 
been progress in the development of a feedback control system to stabilize 
the resistive wall modes in the EXTRAP RFP, see [80], [81] and [82]. Ex-
perimental data, presented in [80] shows a significant increase in the dis-
charge duration with application of the active feedback system for suppres-
sion of the several resistive wall modes and a range of the tearing modes in 
the plasma centre. 
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3. Summary of Papers 

Paper I
Magnetic mirror minimum B field with optimal ellipticity 

In this paper, analytical expressions for the marginal minimum B field and 
the magnetic flux tube ellipticity are derived, assuming zero plasma , a 
paraxial central magnetic flux line and a long thin confinement region. The 
magnetic flux lines appear to be straight but non parallel. The perpendicular 
particle drift is zero thereby the radial transport is minimized. The derived 
magnetic field is applicable for a single cell mirror machine. 

Published in Physics of Plasmas, 11, 5041, (2004). 

Paper II
Theoretical study of increased electron temperature in mir-
ror machines and idea for improved axial confinement by 
tuned ion cyclotron resonance heating cycles 

A sufficiently strong density depletion at the mirrors is suggested as a mean 
to increase the electron temperature and thereby the energy gain factor in a 
single cell mirror machine with a marginally stable minimum B field. The 
strong density depletion at the mirrors may be achieved by means of ‘mag-
netic pumping’ by ICRH. This could create a sufficiently strong electric 
potential barrier for the plasma electrons and thus suppress the longitudinal 
electron heat loss.

Published in the Physics of Plasmas, 12, ID No 022506, (2005). 

Paper III Minimum B field  with optimal ellipticity and idea 
for improved axial confinement by tuned ICRH cycles 

This article reviews the results, derived in the I and II Papers. 

Conference proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Open Mag-
netic Systems for Plasma Confinement, Novosibirsk, Russia, 5th – 9th July 
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2004, published in ‘Transaction of Plasma Science and Technology’ Vol. 47,
No 1T, 285, (2005) ISSN: 1536-1055 

Paper IV 
Rigid rotational symmetry of a marginally stable minimum 
B field and analytical expressions of the flux coordinates 

The study examines a more general case of marginally minimum B field, 
than was done in Paper A. A paraxial expansion of the scalar magnetic 
potential includes an additional term, which could lead to helical magnetic 
flux lines. However, it is proved that even in this general case of the paraxial 
marginal minimum B field, quadrupolar symmetry turns out to be the case 
and the magnetic flux tube coincides with that of Paper A by means of rigid 
rotation. A possible current distribution, which could create the calculated 
magnetic field, is proposed. Analytical expressions for magnetic flux coordi-
nates are derived. 

Published in Physics of Plasmas, 12, ID No 042505, (2005). 

Paper V 
Sloshing ion distribution function in a minimum B mirror 
field

Different sets of invariants are analyzed to obtain solutions of the gyro 
averaged Vlasov equation. The energy of a particle and the magnetic field 
line arclength at the turning point are found to be most convenient pair of 
invariants. The distribution function and the density are related to each other 
by an Abel transform. A sloshing ion distribution function is constructed 
with a realistic density profile. Calculations are carried out for a three di-
mensional marginal minimum B field. 

Published in Physics of Plasmas, 12, ID No 022504, (2005). 

Paper VI 
Constants of motion in a minimum B mirror magnetic field 

A new pair of invariants is used to construct a locally omniginuos solutions 
of the Vlasov equation for a three-dimensional vacuum field that is the 
‘straight field line mirror field’ which provides MHD stability. The pair of 
invariants corresponds to the gyro centre Clebsch coordinates, which are 
constant due to absence of a gyro centre drift in this particular magnetic 
field. A small gyro radius expansion splits the distribution function into a 
standard gyro averaged part, which determines the density and pressure 
tensor components, and a new gyrating part that determines the plasma 
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current. Closed form expressions for the magnetic field to the first order in 
beta are obtained, and it is found that the radial component of the guiding 
centre drift is zero. This implies that the banana orbit width is zero and that a 
neoclassical increase of the radial transport is absent. 

Published in Physical Review E, 72, ID No 026408, (2005). 

Paper VII 
Theory of the straight field line mirror 

The paper contains a general review of the results, obtained in the Papers I, 
II, IV, V, and VI. 

Conference Proceedings of the 32nd EPS Plasma Physics Conference in 
Tarragona, Spain 27 June-1 July 2005, ECA Vol. 29C, P.-4.069, (2005). 
(The paper has been also presented at the Poster Session of the 42nd Culham 
Plasma Physics Summer School 18th-29th July 2005). 

Paper VIII 
Finite beta correction to the ellipticity of the magnetic flux 
tube of the straight field line mirror 

Influence of the plasma magnetic field on the magnetic flux surface is stud-
ied in the Paper. The external magnetic field is the marginal minimum B 
field with straight but non parallel field lines, derived in Paper A. Numerical 
calculations of the magnetic flux tube ellipticity are carried out, using the 
ray-tracing technique. A modest effect of the ellipticity at the ends of the 
magnetic flux tube is detected with the plasma of order 0.2-0.3. 

Submitted to Physics of Plasmas, in March 2006 

Paper IX 
Gyro center invariant and associated diamagnetic current 

This paper gives a general description of adiabatic particle motion in the 
stationary fields. Relativistic and radiation effects are neglected. Special 
attention is put on the number of stationary invariants. The gyro centre radial 
Clebsch coordinate 0r  is an exact invariant if the gyro centre motion is 
restricted to a magnetic flux surface. A radial drift invariant rI  exists for 
confined particles where the radial gyro centre drift is oscillatory. Exact 
conservation of the gyro centre energy invariant is found to the first order in 
the drift expansion. Periodicity of the gyro centre motion with respect to the 
‘proper time’ i.e. an alternative curve parameter which is a projection of an 
ordinary time, is shown. An improved longitudinal invariant J  which is an 
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exact (not only adiabatic) invariant to the first order is derived. The perpen-
dicular diamagnetic current is calculated with use of 0r  as an approximate 
invariant. A necessity of a forth motional invariant to derive the plasma 
current parallel to the magnetic field is pointed out. The general solution of 
the Vlasov equation for a straight cylinder is derived for the adiabatic parti-
cle motion. A set of the four invariants ,, , rI I  is proposed for adia-
batic equlibria in general geometry, including nonaxisymmetric tori where 
the magnetic flux surfaces may not exist in a single value sense. 

Published in Physics of Plasmas, 12, ID No 122503, (2005). 
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4. Summary of results 

4.1 The magnetic mirror model

The mirror device model under study is a simple single cell (conventional) 
mirror. A marginal minimum B field provides MHD stability of the plasma 
in the central region.
The magnetic field geometry is non axisymmetric, but neoclassical transport 
is not expected in the case of zero plasma beta due to absence of the perpen-
dicular drift in the modeled vacuum magnetic field, and thereby the radial 
drift is zero and the drift surfaces coincide with flux surfaces. This property 
also holds to the first order in .

4.1.1 Model of the plasma confining magnetic field 

A sufficient criterion on the plasma confining magnetic field to ensure MHD 
stable plasma is

0B
(4.1)

where  is the radial flux coordinate. This ‘magnetic well’ stabilization has 
been theoretically predicted in [1] and confirmed experimentally by Ioffe in 
1960s and by the Livermore group in the US at the 2XIIB facility. A mar-
ginal minimum B field corresponds to equality in Eq.1 and is found to have 
several positive properties in addition to the MHD stability. 
In the absence of plasma currents, we can write 

mB  (4.2)
By using 0B  and assuming a paraxial central flux line, 

0
ˆ( )m x y

B z z
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where ( )B z  is the magnetic field strength, the solution for a long thin flux 
tube, obtained in Paper I to the second order in x  and y  for the marginally 
stable magnetic field is 

2 2
4

0 2 22 22 2 2 2

1 / 1 / 1 /( ) ln
1 / 2 21 / 1 /

m
z c x z c y z cz cB O
z c c cz c z c

(4.3)

where /a c , a  is the midplane radius and c  is a length scale parameter 
for the flux tube. We have in mind a long thin flux tube with 2 100c m
and 2.5a m . Thus 0.05 , and 4 510  and the correction term is 
insignificant.

The marginal magnetic field strength is 

0
2 2( )

1 /
BB z
z c

 (4.4)

This non-axisymmetric marginally stable magnetic field has several benefi-
cial properties 

MHD stability 
Perpendicular drift is zero and thereby particle drift surfaces lie on 
the flux surfaces 
Constant B throughout any cross section of the flux tube improves 
ICRF wave absorption 
Simple expression and possibly, optimal ellipticity 

We consider a marginally stable magnetic field for z L L c . The 
confining magnetic field is identical to the marginal field in this region, but 
the magnetic field will deviate from the marginally stable field in the outer 
region. The plasma is unstable in the outer region z L L , and ions 
that would reach the outside region would not be confined for a long time. 
The confinement region has the length 2L. The region L z L L  is 
aimed to restore confinement of ions by a tuned ICRH.  

4.1.2 Perpendicular drift 

In terms of the flux coordinates , , m , the marginal profile is of the 
form 

( )mB B  (4.5) 
A beneficial feature is that the perpendicular drift of the gyro centers,  

2

, 2 2 4

v
[( ) ] 0d

mB
B q B qB

E B Bv B B B  (4.6) 
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vanishes, assuming there is no perpendicular electric field in the plasma 
( ,dv and v  are the gyro centre velocities). With mB B , the perpen-
dicular B and curvature drifts vanish completely. The drift and flux sur-
faces thus coincide. At zero beta we have a 'nested' ('omnigineous') equilib-
rium, i.e. the gyro center motion is restricted to a flux tube (or even a straight 
flux line in our case) and thereby the ‘banana widths’ are zero. The omnigi-
nuity property can be shown to be valid even to the first order in  for this 
vacuum field. 

4.1.3 Magnetic flux surface 

The ray tracing formula 2/ / Bx  gives to first order the field lines 

0 0( ) 1 / , ( ) 1 /x z z c x y z z c y  (4.7) 
where 0x  and 0y  are the coordinates at the midplane. This corresponds to 
straight (non parallel) lines in the confining region with ‘focal lines’ 
at z c . The flux surface is illustrated in Figure 4.1. With a circular flux 
tube cross section at the mid plane, the flux tube boundary is thus deter-
mined by 

2 2
2 2 2

0 0 1 1
x ya x y

z z
where /z z c . As follows from the previous section, drift surfaces coin-
cide with flux surfaces. 

Figure 4.1: Marginally minimum B magnetic field flux tube
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4.1.4 Magnetic flux tube ellipticity 

The local ellipticity is  

( ) (1 ) /(1 )z z z  (4.8) 
The maximum ellipticity appears at the mirrors at z L , and in terms of the 
mirror ratio 0( ) /mR B L B  we obtain

2
max ( 1)m mR R  (4.9) 

This ellipticity is the smallest possible for a minimum B field at zero ,
assuming that the marginally stable case gives the optimal ellipticity. For a 
mirror ratio equal to 4, the ellipticity is 13.9, which is substantially smaller 
than typical ellipticities in the range 20-30 for mirror experiments. The 
change of the magnetic flux tube ellipticity for a marginally stable minimum 
B field is shown on Figure 4.2. 

Figure 4.2: Evolution of the ellipticity along a flux tube. The circle is the bound-
ary at the midplane, and the ellipses are drawn with 2mR  (thick lines) and 

4mR  (thin lines). 

4.1.5 Coil currents 

Any given divergence free field B  inside a fluxtube can be created by a 
properly selected surface current. A flux surface is tangential to B , and thus 
the normal vector n̂  of the flux surface satisfies  
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ˆ 0n B
If a surface current  

ˆo sj n B  (4.10) 
is applied on that flux surface, the given B field would be reproduced inside 
the fluxtube. The design, proposed in Paper IV for the coil current is based 
on this theorem. 

4.1.6 Magnetic flux coordinates 

The magnetic field arc length is

,
0

( , )
m

m m
m

l dx
 (4.11) 

For the considered vacuum field this can be written as  

4
,

0

( , ) tanh ( )m
ml c O

cB
 (4.12) 

Let us introduce

0

tanh ms c
cB

 (4.13) 

Since s  deviates form the arc length only by an insignificant a correction of 
order 4 , we can identify s  as a magnetic field arc length.  
In terms of the arclength s , neglecting 4( )O  terms, the magnetic field 
becomes 

2 2
0

1
1 /

s
B s c
B

 (4.14) 

where

2 2 2 2
4/ /( , , ) ( ) ( )

2 1 / 1 /
c x c y cs x y z z O

z c z c
 (4.15) 

Thereby, s  is a unit vector, since 

41 ( )s O  (4.16) 

and thus 2 2
0 / 1 /B B s c

A pair of Cartesian-like Clebsch coordinates 0 0,x y  which satisfy 
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0 0
0

x y
B
B

 (4.17) 

are introduced. Since 0 0 0x yB B , 0x  and 0y  are constants 
along B .
The flux coordinates 0 0, ,x y s  for the vacuum field are given by 

3
0

3
0

2 2 2 2
4

( , , ) ( )
1 /

( , , ) ( )
1 /

/ /( , , ) ( ) ( )
2 1 / 1 /

xx x y z O
z c
yy x y z O
z c

c x c y cs x y z z O
z c z c

 (4.18) 

The 0 0,x y  coordinates are constant for a particle gyro centre. This follows 
from the zero perpendicular drift. Thereby for the marginally stable magnetic 
field a complete set of gyro centers invariants is formed by 0 0, , ,x y ,
where  is the total energy and  is the magnetic moment. It is possible to 
identify the pair of Clebsch coordinates invariants as a pair of constants of 
motion by using Lagrangian mechanics in this particular flux coordinate 
system. 

4.1.7 Tuned ICRH for end confinement improvement 

Particle end confinement is critical for mirrors. For a simple mirror with a 
stationary confining magnetic field, plasma lifetime is restricted by the ion-
ion collision time that makes this device non-efficient, because of marginal 
energy gain factor unless some mechanism is introduced to increase the 
confinement time. RF heating is a mean to improve confinement of the 
particles that cannot be trapped by the magnetic field. RF waves, applied at 
the ion or electron resonance frequency range are aimed to increase the pitch 
angle of the ions or electrons. A negative influence of this technique is that 
RF waves can drive a certain amount of particles into the loss cone. 

A reason for longitudinal energy loss in mirrors is due to energy leakage 
from the more energetic ions to the electrons, which typically have a lower 
temperature, compared to the ions. A scheme to improve the confinement is 
sketched below. 
A marginally stable magnetic field is considered inside the re-
gion z L L , see Fig 23. Particles that diffuse outside this region would 
be lost. The axial turning point of ions, originally trapped to the confinement 
region z L , will after pinch angle events diffuse to a somewhat higher 
magnetic field in the region L z L L . By applying ICRH, the pitch 
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angles increase, and the ion axial turning points would adjust to the location 
for the resonance. To decrease the axial turning point magnetic field further, 
the ICRH frequency can be tuned to lower frequencies, and the ion becomes 
retrapped to z L . By repeating this tuning cycle, from the resonance at 
z L L  down to z L  (or even a somewhat smaller magnetic field 
strengths), new ions that have undergone pitch angle diffusion into the loss 
cone are prevented from escaping the magnetic trap. It can be seen that a 
sloshing ion distribution can be created with this scheme, and thereby im-
proved stability towards micro instabilities should be expected Paper II and 
Paper IV. 

Figure 4.3: The upper dashed line shows the marginal magnetic field strength at the 
z axis, the thick line represents a marginally stable field in the confinement region. 
The lower curve with the two higher peaks is a possible density profile and the last 
lower curve shows the electric potential, where a sheath potential near the wall is 
added. 

There is even a possibility that the scheme gives an increased electron tem-
perature. In Paper II, a plasma with ( / )e i i e eT T m m T  is modelled, 
where the electrons acquire energy from the ions by ion-electron collisions. 
The electron energy loss is due to loss cone electrons that escape the con-
finement region. A potential sheet near the wall helps to avoid a rapid energy 
leakage.
A Maxwellian electron density distribution at the midplane is assumed  

/
0

B ee k Tn n e
where 0n  is the central cell plasma density where  = 0 and quasi neutrality 
gives
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0

ln( )i

B e

ne
k T n

By controlling the ion density, in  instead of controlling the electron density 
en control of the profile of the electric potential could at the same time be 

achieved. The plasma density is negligible in regions 
where * / 1B ee k T . If ( / )e i i e eT T m m T , the power delivered 
from ions to the electrons by ion-electron collisions is 

0
1i e

B i
d

dW n k T
dt

 (4.19) 
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e
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 (4.20) 

At the mirrors we simplify the calculation by assuming a sudden jump in the 
magnetic field to the value 1B  and a corresponding jump in the electric 
potential to the value 1 , where 1B  > 0B  and good confinement of the 
electrons requires 1  < 0. The loss cone electron density, which corresponds 
to electrons that transit the mirrors, decreases with 1* / B ee k T . A 
sufficiently high potential sheath near the wall can reflect the loss cone 
electrons back to the confinement region, and the loss cone electrons may 
transit the confinement regions and the mirrors many times before they are 
lost. In the confinement region, the density of the electrons in the loss cone 
is, see Paper II. 

*
0

0
1

1
*lc

B en n
B

 (4.21) 

Figure 4.4 indicates the profiles for the scalar electric potential. A potential 
layer (the end potential) near the wall helps to confine electrons. 
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Figure 4.4: Variations of the electric potential, density and the magnetic field 
strength along a flux line. The bump where 0  is essential for trapping low 

energy ions and provide a warm plasma stabilization. The outer region where 0
near and outside the mirror trap is crucial for confining the electrons. 

The rate of energy loss from escaping particles is expressed as 

loss lc
loss B e

tr

dW n k T
dt

 (4.22) 

where ,2 / vtr th eL  is the transit time of the electrons, 2L is the length of 
the confining region, and loss  represents the fraction of the loss cone elec-
trons that escape the confining region and become replaced by an influx of 
cold electrons to assure quasi neutrality. Since a typical electron completes 
many longitudinal bounces before its energy is lost, it is clear that 1loss .
A condition on the density ratio for a net energy increase in the energy of the 
electrons, is (cf. Paper II) 

* 25 01
3 2

0 0

2* 13.4 10
ei i loss

LnBn e
n B r T

 (4.23) 

where /ei e ir T T  and the temperature is in keV. As a numerical example, a 
reactor scenario with comparable ion and electron temperatures can be 
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modeled with the parameters eir = 0.25, 1 0/B B = 4, 19 3
0 10 mn and 2L = 

100 m, and thus  

2
0

* 0.087

i loss

n
n T

 (4.24) 

With iT = 40 keV, this becomes 

4

0

* 0.5 10

loss

n
n

 (4.25) 

As an illustration, 3
0* / 10n n  would require 1/ 20loss , which indi-

cates that if it takes 20 or more longitudinal bounces for a loss cone electron 
to loose its energy, an increase of the electron temperature would arise. This 
suggests that a mirror reactor with a sufficiently high electron temperature 
may be possible to create by controlling the relative ion density near the 
mirrors.

In practice, the parameter 1/ loss  is primarily determined by the impurity 
and neutral gas content outside the mirror region. A low impurity and neutral 
gas content corresponds to higher values of 1/ loss .

Quasi neutrality gives a criterion on the ratio 0* /n n . It is thus crucial to 
maintain a control over this ratio by an appropriate density control. Tuned 
ICRH is suggested here as a mean to pump fuel ions back to the confinement 
region.

A strong potential bump reflecting electrons may be produced by using 
ICRH to deplete the ion density near the mirrors. Under reasonable condi-
tions, with a sufficiently low impurity density at the mirrors, a strong elec-
tron temperature increase may result if 3

0* / 10n n , and perhaps even 
with 2

0* / 10n n . The result in Paper B1 indicates that reactor relevant 
electron temperatures may be achieved with this scheme for a modified
thermal barrier with tuned ICRH.  
Qualitative arguments indicate a possibility to obtain a Q-factor well above 
unity, if retrapping of ions to the confinement region can be achieved with-
out a large payment in energy. The scheme exclusively delivers energy to the 
ions with resonant absorption throughout cross sections with constant B. 
Minimal power is therefore required to sustain the confinement. Other 
beneficial factors are the reduced radial transport, the low ellipticity, the 
MHD stability, and the sloshing ion distribution, which is known to improve 
stability against velocity anisotropy driven instabilities. 
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4.1.8 Energy gain factor 

Due to collisional pitch angle scattering, mirror machines could at best give 
about a marginal energy gain factor, i.e. 0 0, 0,/ 1out inQ P P , if no special 
means are taken to restore, or possible energy convert, the ions in the loss 
cone. Let 0,RF inP  be the amount of power required to double the longitudi-
nal energy confinement time, see Paper II. Without such an ion confinement 
restoring, the confinement time can be estimated by the ion-ion collisonal 
pitch angle scattering time. Since only a small tilt of the pitch angle, by 
something like 05 , is required to restore the confinement of an ion under 
way to slip into the loss cone, we expect 0.05RF  or so. It is possible to 
show, when the longitudinal confinement is improved sufficiently much by 
such a mechanism, that 

0 1

RF RF

QQ

To get 10Q  , this gives the  condition 0.1RF  for the amount of power 
in any scheme to restore the ion confinement. Detailed computations and 
experimental tests (of RF wave absorption etc) are required for any particu-
lar confinement restoring scenario to arrive at reliable estimates of RF .

4.2 The Vlasov Equation 

Motional invariants are fundamentally important for the Vlasov equation, i.e. 
the collisionless Bolzmann equation.

, ,
0

d f t f f q f
dt t m
x v

v E v B
x v

where q E v B is the Lorenz force. Jeans theorem states that if a set of 
motional invariants iI  can be found, i.e.  

0 i
i

dI d I
dt t dt

vv
x v

then an arbitrary function of the motional invariants 1 2, ,..., nf f I I I  is 
a solution of the Vlasov equation. 
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4.2.1 Gyro averaged motion 

The energy averaged over the gyro motion of a particle is 

2 22v vv
2 2 2e e

m mm q B q  (4.26) 

We assume 0e  and the marginal minimum B  field,

0
2 2( )

1 /
BB s
s c

 (4.27)  

We have v /ds dt , and

2 2

22

2 1 21
11 1

ds sc
dt m m ss

where /s s c  is a dimensionless arc length  and is related to the pitch 
angle by 

2
,0 20

2
0 ,0

v
tan

v p
B

B
No particle can transit the infinite field at s c , i.e. 1s , and the dimen-
sionless arc length for the location of the longitudinal turning point is 
s , where 

1

The time required to complete a full longitudinal bounce motion is  

1
0 0( , )

v / B i

dl I
T

k T
 (4.28) 

where 0 th,i4 / vc , 1/ 2
th,iv (2 / )B ik T m and

1
2

1 2
0

1
11

dI

The following formulas are valid as 1 and in the asymptotic limit  
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1( ) 1 , 1
2 4

I

1

ln 16 1
( ) 1 , 1

4
I

In a similar fashion, the longitudinal invariant becomes 

0 2( , ) v ( )
B i

J dl J I
k T

 (4.29) 

where 0 th,i4 vJ c  and 

1 2

2
20

1( )
1 1

1

I d

The function 2 ( )I has the following properties, 

2
7( ) 1 , 1

4 8
I

2
ln(16 ) 1( ) 1 , 1

4
I

The functions 1( )I  and 2 ( )I can be expressed in terms of elliptic 
functions, and their plots are shown in Figure 4.5. 

Figure 4.5: Plot of the functions 1( )I and 2 ( )I .
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Although the Figure 4.5 shows the behavior of the 1( )I and 2 ( )I  on the 
long range scale of the  values, the region of relevance for the mirror 
trapped particles is 0 1mR . Particles with 1mR  are in the loss 
cone.

4.2.2 Sloshing ion distribution function 

The gyro averaged distribution function cF  can be expressed in terms of the 
motional invariants  and . For the marginal minimum B field, we can 
also allow cF to depend on the flux coordinates and , since the gyro 
centre values these are constant along the drift motion of the gyro center, i.e. 

( , , , )c cF F .The ion density formula, derived in Paper V, is 

2

1 2
3/ 2

2 2 2
0

2 1( , , ) ( )
1

c
s

dn s d F
m s s

We consider a distribution function that is a product of a Maxwellian distri-
bution and a function of the longitudinal turning points, 

1/

0 0 0 2 3/ 2
th,i

( , ) ( )
( v )

Bk T

c
eF n x y g  (4.30) 

where 0 0 0 0 0 0( , ) [ ( , ), ( , )]n x y n x y is the density at the midplane 
0s . The density at the surface 0s  is arbitrary. The density at any point 

is given by the expression 

0 0 0 0 0, , ,n x y s n x y n s
where the relative density 0( ) /n s n n  along any field line inside the flux 
tube only depends on s , and ( )n s is determined by the Abel transform. 

2

1
2

2 2 2

1 1 ( )( )
2 1 s

gn s d
s s

 (4.31) 

The inverse transform is given by 

2

1 2
2

2 2 2

2 1( ) ( )d sg n s ds
d s

 (4.32) 

Since the Abel transform is one-to-one, a given ( )n s  gives a unique 
( )g and vice versa.
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To construct a sloshing ion distribution, we take ( ) 0g  for 2 2
1s

and for 2 2
1s  we take 

2 2 2
4 2 2 21

2 2
1

[ ( )]1( ) 1 exp[ ( ) ]
( ) sl sl sl

norm

erf sg c s
c erf s

 (4.33) 

2

0

2( )
x

terf x e dt

where 1 ,, ,sl sls s , slc , and normc  are parameters. A density peak, corre-
sponding to sloshing ions, near the position sls s , can be constructed by 
selecting appropriate parameter values. An example of a sloshing ion distri-
bution is shown in Figure 4.6. 

Figure 4.6: Plots of the variations of the relative density 0( ) /n s n n  (thick 
line), the distribution function ( )g s  (moderately thick line) and the relative mag-
netic field strength 0( ) /B s B (thin line) vs. the normalized arc length s along a 

magnetic flux line.

4.2.3 Constants of motion 

In addition to the invariance of the energy  and magnetic moment  of 
the gyrating particles, a nontrivial pair of invariants can be determined for 
the ‘straight field line mirror field’. We have shown that the gyro centers 
moves back and forth on a single magnetic field line, and thus the 0 0,x y
coordinates of the gyro center are constant. By including the gyro motion, it 
has been shown in Paper VI that this leads to a pair of constants of motion,  
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2 0
0

0

(1 )x
yI x s  (4.34) 

2 0
0

0

(1 )y
xI y s  (4.35) 

where xI  and yI  are the guiding centre values of the 0 0,x y  coordinates. 
The invariance of xI  and yI  explains why there is no perpendicular drift in 
this particular magnetic field.  

From a theoretical point of view, it could be mentioned that the invariants 
are not in involution, i.e. the Poisson bracket , 0x yI I

q,p
,  and the invari-

ants therefore do not correspond to a pair of cyclic coordinates in the Hamil-
ton-Jacobi theory. We also have as much as four time independent invariants 
(typically only three time independent invariants are expected from the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equations) and the reason for this is that the two perpen-
dicular coordinate motions have the same frequency.  

In terms of the gyro angle, the invariants can also be written 

0
0

v cos
(1 ) g

xI x s  (4.36) 

0
0

v sin
(1 ) g

yI y s  (4.37) 

where the finite gyro radii correspond to the oscillatory terms. The diamag-
netic drift can be obtained by splitting the solution of the Vlasov equation 
into the two parts, that corresponds to the oscillatory and gyro averaged 
motions of a particle, 

( , , , )x y c gF F I I F F  (4.38) 
where 0 0( , , , )cF F x y  is the gyro-averaged part, which is of the form 
used in Paper V, and gF  is the gyrating part that gives the diamagnetic drift, 
i.e. the perpendicular plasma current that is determined by the momentum 
balance

v Pj B  (4.39) 
where v mB  is the vacuum field. In standard gyro averaged treatments, 
it is not possible to obtain the diamagnetic drift directly, but for the ‘straight 
line mirror field’, the pair of gyro centre invariants makes it possible to 
calculate the plasma current. To the first order in 2

0 v2 / ( )P B s , the 
plasma currents gives rise to the magnetic field  
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,(1 ) ( )
2 m m plB  (4.40) 

20
, 2

' / '( ) ( )
8 1 ' 'm pl
B dV s

s
x

x x
 (4.41) 

Since 0j , locally omnigenous Vlasov equilibria to the first order in the 
plasma beta can be constructed. The banana orbit widths and the neoclassical 
increase of the radial transport is thus absents in this vacuum field. 

4.3. Finite beta correction to the magnetic flux tube 
ellipticity 

Ellipticity of the end cross section of the magnetic flux tube in a mirror 
machine is an important question. A too large ellipticity is disadvantageous 
for the ion injections may cause a leakage of the high energetic particles
with large Larmor radii. 

An influence of the plasma magnetic field on the magnetic flux tube ellip-
ticity has been studied in the Paper VIII. External (vacuum) magnetic field, 
used in the study is the marginal minimum B magnetic field v mB ,
derived in the Paper I, where 

2 2
4

0 2 22 22 2 2 2

1 / 1 / 1 /( ) ln
1 / 2 21 / 1 /

m
z c x z c y z cz cB O
z c c cz c z c

see Equation 4.3 or, in the flux coordinate system 0 0, ,x y s ,

0
v 2 21 /

B s
s c

B

The diamagnetic plasma current, caused by the perpendicular particle drift 
has been calculated in the Paper VI from the Vlasov equation with the distri-
bution function, spited into the gyro averaged and the oscillatory parts, 

( , , , )x y c gF F I I F F . The total magnetic field is given by the 
Equation 4.40, where 2

0 v2 / ( )P B s . Since the total magnetic field has 
to obey the divergence free condition, 0B , the Poisson equation for the 
plasma scalar magnetic potential gives, (see Equation 4.41) 
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20
, 2

' / '( ) ( )
8 1 ' 'm pl
B dV s

s
x

x x
The local plasma  is 

22 2 2
20 0 0

0 0 0 02 2
v

, , 1 ( ) 1B x yn x y s n s s
B a

 (4.42) 

where 0( ) /n s n n  dimensionless density, and 0 0 0,n x y is the density at 
0s .

A paraxial expansion of the plasma scalar magnetic potential in the flux 
coordinate system is 

2 22 2
, , 40 0

, 0 0 , 2 2
0 0

, , 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, ( )
2 2

m pl m pl
m pl m pl

x yx y s s s s O
x y

 where 

2 2 2 2 2 2
2 3

, 0 0
02 2 2 2 2 20

( ) 1 1 2 sin
0,0,

2 1 cos 2
m pl

n s s c cB c ss d d ds
x s s s s a s s a

and a similar expression can be obtained for the 0y component, 
In the , ,x y z coordinates we have 

, ,

2 22 2
, , 0

2 2 2
0

2 22 2
, , 40

2 2 2
0

, , 0,0,

0,0, 0,0,
2

0,0, 0,0, ( )
2

m pl m pl

m pl m pl

m pl m pl

x y z s

xs xs s
s x x x

ys ys s O
s y y y

 (4.43) 

In the confinement region a magnetic field line can be parameterized as 

( )
( )

x x z
y y z

 (4.44) 

where the functions ( )x z and ( )y z are the solutions of the differential equa-
tions

, yx

z z

BBdx dy
dz B dz B

 (4.45) 
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with the initial conditions 2 2 2
0 0 0 0(0) , (0) ,x x y y x y a .

In order to make the formulae compact, we introduce the following notation 
for the coefficients of the Taylor series for the scalar plasma and vacuum 
magnetic potentials, 

2 2
4

0 1 2, , ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2m
x yx y z z z O

2 2
4

, 0 1 2, , ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2m pl
x yx y z z z O

In these new notations, the solution of the system 4.45 takes the form 

2
1 1

0
20

0 0

2
2 2

0
20

0 0

1 ( ) 1
2( ) exp
1 ( ) 1

2

1 ( ) 1
2( ) exp
1 ( ) 1

2

z

z

n
x z x d

n

n
y z y d

n

 (4.46) 

Ellipticity of the magnetic flux tube in the confinement region is 

max ( ),1/ ( )ell z z   (4.47) 
where

2 2
2 2, ,

2 2
0 0

2.2 2 200
0

1 1
1( ) exp

11 1 1 1
2

m pl m pl
z

m pl

x yz z d
c B n

c s

(4.48)
where ( )z is the magnetic flux tube ellipticity for zero- case.

Numerical calculations have been performed with the normalized pa-
rametrized plasma density profile,  

2 2
2 22

1( ) exp , if 1 1/
( )

0 elsewhere.

m p p mR z z z z R
n z  (4.49) 

which represents a sloshing ion distribution with a density peak at pz z .
As seen from the Figure 4.7 the correction to the magnetic flux tube elliptic-
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ity is zero at the density peak. Unfortunately, and somewhat surprisingly in 
view of the expected diamagnetic tendency of creating a magnetic well, the 
ellipticity does not become smaller near the mirrors by the finite beta effects.  

Figure 4.7: Ellipticity profiles with 0 , 0 0.1 and plasma density, 
corresponding to the sloshing ion distribution.

Figure 4.8 shows the magnetic flux tube ellipticity and the relative density 
profile for the case when the relative density decreases monotonically from 
the midplane to the ends of the confinement region. As seen from the Figure 
4.8, in this case ellipticity, corresponding to the finite  case is everywhere 
larger, than the ellipticity for the zero .
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Figure 4.8: Ellipticity profiles with 0 , 0 0.1 and plasma density, 
decreasing from the midplane to the ends.

4.4 Exact energy integral, gyro centre invariant, and 
modified longitudinal invariant 

4.4.1 First order drift equations of a particle motion

In the Paper IX adiabatic motion of the plasma particles in general field 
geometry is studied. Local Clebsch coordinates are introduced for a diver-
gence free magnetic field. Analytical expressions for the flux coordinates are 
obtained under an assumption that the gyro radius is small compared with 
the gradient scale lengths of the fields. The particle motion is decomposed 
into the two parts, the gyro centre motion and the fast oscillatory part. An 
important criterion for confinement is that the net radial drift of the particle 
gyro centre is zero which implies the existence of a radial drift invariant. If 
the radial displacements of the gyro centre from the initial magnetic flux 
surface are small, then the system is in a nearly omnigenuos equilibrium 
state.
Clebsch coordinates for a given magnetic field are not unique. A convenient 
choice is the Cartesian Clebsch coordinate system, introduced by 
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0 0 0/ B x yB  (4.50) 
And the magnetic field arc length is introduced by ˆ 1s B  or 

0 0 0 0
ˆs a x b yB  (4.51) 

As one can see, any other arc length defined by 0 0' ( , )s s G x y  also 
satisfies the defining equation. 

The velocity of a plasma particle is 

0 0
0 0

ˆ ˆvd s x y
dt x y
x x xv v  (4.52) 

where

0 0 0 0

0

ˆ( )
/

x y y x
B B

Bv  (4.53) 

and

0 0 0 0v ( )s a x b y s sv  (4.54) 
From the last equation it follows that v  is the rate of change of the arc 
length s  projected on the magnetic field lines and it is also important to note 
that s  does differs from v . A curve parameter  can be introduced so as 
v /ds d .
A particular gauge is selected by the magnetic vector potential  

0
0 0 0 0( )

2
B x y y xA  (4.55) 

The Lagrangian 2v / 2L m q qv A  gives 

2
2

0 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 2

0

v
( )

2 2 2( / )
x y y xL q x y y x

m m B B
 (4.56) 

where v  is defined by Equation 4.54 and 0 0 /qB m . A gravitational 
field can be included in the electric potential. Fields are considered where 
the gradients over a gyro radius of the electric potential  and the scale 
factors 0x , 0y  and 0 0x y  are ( ) , where the small parameter 
represents the ratio of the gyro radio to the gradient scale length of the fields. 
If 0 , the gyro center moves along a single field line, and for finite  a 
slow drift of the gyro center from the initial flux line is superimposed on the 
faster gyro oscillation.  

The cross-field drift of the gyro center is 
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0 0
0 0

0

ˆ
( )

/
dx dyy x
dt dt B B

Bv  (4.57) 

where 0 ( )x t  and 0 ( )y t  are the slowly varying gyro centre values. We 
substitute 0 0 0,( ) ( , )g gx x t x t  and 0 0 0,( ) ( , )g gy y t y t , where 

,0 0
[ ( ')] '

t

g g t dtx  is the gyro angle, the constant ,0g  determines 
the gyro phase and ( ) /qB mx  is the local gyro frequency. In the zero 
drift limit, the perpendicular velocity is equal to the gyro veloc-
ity, , ( ) /g g gv v x x , and , ( )gv v  for finite .
Solving the Lagrange equations  

0
i i

d L L
dt q q

we obtain 

(1)
0 0 0,

0 0

cos( )2 /
( )

cos
g

osc
B m

x x t x
y

 (4.58) 

(1)
0 0 0,

0 0

sin2 /
( )

cos
g

osc
B m

y y t y
x

 (4.59) 

where the gyrating functions (1)
0,oscx  and (1)

0,oscy  are zero when 0 , and

2v / 2 ( )m B O  (4.60) 
The parallel velocity v  of the particle deviates only by a small amount 
from the guiding center velocity v , i.e. (1)

,v v v osc . The system of the 
four first order drift equations is obtained, 

0 0
0 0v [ ( ) ( ) ]dx dyds ds a b

d dt dt dt
x x  (4.61) 

0 0 0 0v
v ( )effUd a dx b dym m

dt s s dt s dt
 (4.62) 

20 0
0 0

0

veff effU Udx bm b m
dt y s s

 (4.63) 

20 0
0 0

0

veff effU Udy am a m
dt x s s

 (4.64) 
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Equations 4.57, 4.63, and 4.64 result into the perpendicular drift of the 
particle gyro centre,  

2

2 2 4

v
[( ) ]

mB
B q B qB

E B Bv B B B  (4.66) 

which is the standard expression for the perpendicular drift, where the curva-
ture drift has the form of a B  drift in a current free region. The importance 
of the Equation 4.61, which gives the difference between v  and /ds dt  to 
first order, should be recognized. Equation 4.61 can be identified as 
v s sv . Keeping this equation in the first order system, the 
exact energy conservation of the particle motion can be transferred to an 
exact energy conservation of the gyro center motion in the first order drift 
equations.

4.4.2 Periodicity and gyro centre energy conservation 

An exact energy integral exists for the first order drift motion Equations 
4.58-4.61 

2
0 0[ ( ), ( ), ( )] ( )

2eff
m dsU x t y t s t

d
 (4.66) 

The energy conservation for the parallel motion in Equation 4.66, the per-
pendicular guiding centre drift determined by Equation 4.65, and Equation 
4.61 for the difference between v  and /ds dt , i.e. / vds dt sv
in the coordinate independent form, summarize the first order drift equa-
tions.
 The parameter  determined in the Equation 4.64 can be 
used as a curve parameter, alternative to the s , for the variations of effU
along the drift motion. For passing particles we obtain from the Equation 
4.63

( , ) 1 / 2
v ( , )

S m
S U S

K
K

 (4.67) 

where [ , , (0), (0)]X YK  is a set of four constants, s S , (0)X  and 
(0)Y are the initial values of 0x  and 0y , and 
( , ) [ ( , ), ( , ), ]effU S U X S Y S SK K K .

For trapped particles, Equation 4.67 means that the solution ( , )S K  is a 
periodic function of , and a change of state from trapped to passing cannot 
be described within the structure of Equation 4.67. This supports the mecha-
nism of the magnetic trapping of plasma particles.  
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The difference in the  for a half-bounce is 

2

1

( )
2 ( , )

S

S

m dS
U S

K
K

 (4.68) 

The curve parameter  is an allowed curve parameter to describe the varia-
tions of s  and effU   along the drift orbit, when the inequality 

0 01 ( ) 0dt dX dYa b
d dS dS

 (4.69) 

is satisfied. Owing to the periodicity in , a trapped particle cannot escape 
into the loss cone of a mirror trap. Collisions, plasma instabilities and reso-
nant cyclotron frequency heating, can drive plasma particles into the loss 
cone. These effects have not been included in the calculation. The change 

 does not coincide with the half period bounce time, 
since / 1 ( ) 1dt d . This implies that the time for successive half 
bounces is not constant, even though ( )K  is constant. The parallel 
motion is not a periodic with respect to ( )t  for finite , since ( )t  devi-
ates by a small amount from a periodic function of  due the finite perpen-
dicular drift. 

4.4.3 Modified longitudinal invariant 

The integral 

2

1

( ) 2 ( , )
S

S

J m U S dSK K  (4.70) 

where the integration is along the drift orbit (not along a field line) for a half 
bounce between the turning points where effU , is an exact invariant for 
trapped particles in the frames of the first order drift equations. This follows 
from the direct differentiation of the Equation 4.70 which gives / 0dJ dt
in a stationary field due to the exact periodicity, even with a substantial gyro 
centre displacement off the initial flux line accumulated from the slow 
perpendicular drift.

The longitudinal action integral, integrated along a field line, introduced 
by Northrop 

2

1

0 0 0 0( , , , ) 2 ( , , , ') '
s

eff
s

J x y m U x y s ds  (4.71) 
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is not an instantaneously constant quantity. The perpendicular drift results in 
/ ( )dJ dt  but the bounce averaged change is zero, i.e. 

2/ ( ) 0dJ dt , if the particle returns approximately to its initial 
field line after completing a bounce. 

Invariant J  can be replaced by a more convenient parallel invariant. The 
bounce averaged gyro centre velocity ( ) vI K  is

2

1

( )
2 1

( )

( ) ( )1( ) v
( ) ( )

S

S

S SI d K KK
K K

 (4.72) 

For the trapped particles ( ) 0I K , for the passing particles ( ) 0I K  is a 
finite constant. The values of ( )I K  change continuously with respect to the 
parameters K for trapped and passing particles, which is not the case for J .
The invariance of I  in general field geometry is connected with the perio-
dicity property. 

4.4.4 The radial gyro centre coordinate 

Cylindrical Clebsch coordinates can be introduced by  

0 0 0cosx r , 0 0 0siny r
The expression for s  in the cylindrical Clebsch coordinates takes the form 

0 0 0
ˆs r rB

where 0 0 0 0 0( ) /a x b y r and 0 0 0 0 0( ) /b x a y r .
In the conditions of the locally omnigenous equilibria gyro centre motion is 
restricted to a single flux surface and the particular values of the energy 
and the magnetic moment  restrict the gyro centre motion to an specific 
area of this surface. A flux surface is defined by  

2 2
0 0 0r x y const

The radial gyro centre flux coordinate is 2 2
0 0 0r x y .

Equations 4.58 and 4.59 imply 

0 0/ ( )dr dt r v x
Locally omnigenous equlibria are defined by 0 0r v . As seen, this 
implies 0 / 0dr dt .
Equations 4.62, 4.63, and 4.64 can be rewritten in the cylindrical coordinates 
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[ ]1 2 effeff
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UUdrm U
dt r s

 (4.73) 

0
0 0

0

[ ]
2 effeff

eff

UUdm r U
dt r s

 (4.74) 

0 0
0v dr dds r

dt dt dt
 (4.75) 

where 0 /d dt  and /ds dt contribute to the poloidal and toroidal drift. The 
confining magnetic field should be designed to give a zero average radial 
drift, which imply that the radial invariant is identified with the time average 

0 ( )rI r t .
In the case of the straight field line mirror and the potential ( ) ( )effU s B s
does not depend on 0 0( , )r , thereby 0 0/ / 0dr dt d dt , and each gyro 
center moves back and forth on a single field line. 
In the case when the magnetic flux surfaces are the concentric circular 
cylinders, defined by 2 2

0 constantr r x y , 0 constantr and the 
gyro centre moves on a single cylindrical surface with constant values of 

0 /d dt , /ds dt  and v .
From the Equations 4.58, 4.59, and 4.60, it follows that the Taylor expan-

sion of 0r  to the first order in the gyro radius, which is assumed to be small, 
in general field geometry is 

0 0
0 0 0 0,

0 0 0 0

cos( ) sinv
cos cos

g g
gyro

x y
r r r r

r y x
 (4.76) 

where the terms of order  are neglected. Equation 4.76 can be rewritten in 
the time independent form 

2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

( , )
/ /

y x x x y x y y x y
r r x y

r B B r B B
x v

(4.77)
To obey the confinement requirements, a magnetic field should be designed 
so as the net radial drift is approximately zero, and banana widths are small 
which corresponds to 0 rr I .
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4.4.5 Toroidal geometry 

The magnetic field surfaces in this section are axisymmetric tori with a large 
major radius 0R . A toroidal right handed basis ( , , )p px y  is introduced 
by cospx z and 0 sinpy r R , where 2 2 2

p px y , and 
 is the minor radius. Without restriction of generality in the axisymmetric 

tori, the angular Clebsch coordinate can be written as 

0 0
0 0

0 0 0

( ) ( )( , , ) ( , )p tB r B rr z R r z
r B B

 (4.78) 

The arclength can similarly be choosen as a linear function in ,

(1)0
0

0

( )( , , ) ( , )
( )t

B rs r z R s r z
B r

 (4.79) 

where 2 2 2
p tB B B . We assume that there is no current in the radial direc-

tion, i.e. 0 0r j , which is equivalent to ˆ ( ) 0j B , thus there is no 
force in the ˆ  direction.
The expression for the magnetic field in this geometry is 

0
0 0 0ˆ ˆ[ ( ) ( ) ]p t

R B r r B r
r

B  (4.80) 

The radial Clebsch coordinate 0r  does not depend on  in the axisymmetric 
systems,  that gives / 0effU . Thereby a projected poloidal angle 
coordinate, projected on a plane constant , can then be introduced by 

0
0 ,

, 0eff s
U , where 

00
0 0 0 0

0 0 0

( )
( , , ) ( , )

2 ( ) ( )
p

t

B rB sr s r z
B r r B r

 (4.81) 

(1)
0

0 0

( )
( , ) ( , )

2 ( )
pB r sr z r z

B r r
 (4.82) 

Since we have 
0

0 ,
, 0eff s

U  and 0 0 0, , ,r s r z , then effU  is a 
function of the form 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ˆ ˆ( , , ) [ , ( , , )] [ ( , ), ( , )]effU r s U r r s U r r z r z

This gives the transformation from the 0 0( , , )r s  coordinates to ( , )r z and
vice versa. 
The radial flux coordinate 0r  is determined in terms of ,  to the first 
order in the inverse aspect ratio by solving the Grad-Shafranov equation with 

0/p tB dA dr  and with the scalar pressure 0( )P r , which is determined by 
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the momentum balance equation in the limit of 0R . Solution of the 
linearized Grad-Shafranov equation to the first order in the inverse aspect 
ratio is 

0
0 0

( )( , ) ( ) [1 sin ]py Gr G
R R

 (4.83) 

where

2
2 2

2
0

( ) 1) [ 3 ( )]
( ) p

p

d G dBd B
d B d

 (4.84) 

Neglecting the first order terms, we can write 0sin sinpy r  and 
/ 2 . If the electrostatic potential is neglected, the potential 

0
ˆ ( , )U r  then becomes 

0
0 0 0

0

cosˆ ( , ) ( )[1 ( ) ]rU r B r I r
R

 (4.85) 

where

2
0 0

0 2
0 0 0

( ) ( )1( ) 1
( )

pB r d r GI r
B r r dr

 (4.86) 

Equation 4.85 shows that 0
ˆ ( , )U r  is periodic with respect to .

The radial drift equation, derived in Paper IX to the first order in the inverse 
aspect ratio is 

0 0 0 0
0 2

0 0 0

( ) ( ) sin[2 ( )]
( )

tdr B r I r rB r
dt qB r r R

 (4.87) 

In the limit of 0R , 0r  is constant. The sin  term in the Equation 4.87 
indicates that 0 ( )r t  is oscillating around its mean value rI . For passing 
particles far from a trapped state /d dt constant and then 

0 0 0,
1 ( ) ( , ) ( , )

t T

r osc
t

I r t dt r r constant
T

x v x v  (4.88) 

where 2 /T  is the ‘period’ of the slow gyro centre radial oscilla-
tions. For the gyro centre parallel velocity we have 

0
2 ˆv [ ( , )]U r
m

 (4.89) 
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where the sign is determined by the direction of the motion. The sign 
changed after a trapped particle meets a turning point.  
For the passing particles with a nearly constant /ds dt , the longitudinal 
action integral ( , )J x v  is 

0

(0)
(0)

(0)
(0)

(0)

v
( , , , ) 2 v

v
r

p

t
r

p t

r I

B i
B qBJ I m r

B B i
B B qB

 (4.90) 

where (0)v 2( ) /B m .
The bounce averaged gyro centre velocity ( ) vI K  in the axisymmet-
ric tori field geometry for passing particles far from a trapped state is  

0

(0)1( , , , ) v v v
2 r

r r I
I I d  (4.91) 

4.4.6 Diamagnetic current 

The solution of the Vlasov equation for a stationary electro magnetic field, 
providing an omnigenous equilibrium, which depends of the three invariants 

0( , , )r  takes the form 

0
0 0 0,

0

( , , )( , , ) ( , , ) gyro c g
F rF r F r r F F

r
 (4.92) 

where the gyro-averaged part cF  determines the density and the pressure 
tensor components and the gyrating part gF  gives a diamagnetic current.

0

v v v g gd d d q Fj v  (4.93) 

0j  (4.94) 
The result 0j  implies that the equilibrium is locally omnigenous even to 
the first order in , and thus 0r  remains invariant when the diamagnetic 
currents are included. 
To the first order in  we have 
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,(1 ) ( )
2 m m plB

The condition 0B gives

2v
,

'1( ) ' ( )
8 'm dVBx

x x
 (4.95) 

The parallel plasma current cannot be determined from the momentum 
balance v Pj B . The approximating invariant 0r , in combination 
with the invariants ( , ) , are insufficient to model j . To model the paral-
lel current, another invariant than 0r  (or rI ) has to be involved. 

4.4.7 Some examples of the systems with four invariants 

It is commonly believed that not more than three time independent motional 
invariants can be found for a charged particle. This statement is, however, 
incorrect. Several systems with closed form expressions of four time inde-
pendent invariants of the form ( , )I I x v  can be listed. The fourth station-
ary invariant may exist due to the frequency degeneracy in the perpendicular 
motion. 

Straight field line mirror 

As it was shown in Paper VI, in this case the Cartesian Clebsch coordinates 
0x  and 0y  of the particle gyro centre are conserved, and 0 0( , , , )x y  is a 

set of four invariants.

Constant magnetic field 

The gyro centre coordinates 0 0v /yx x  and 0 0v /xy y  are 
constant for a particle motion in a constant magnetic field 0 ˆBB z  and 

0 0( , , v , v )x y  is a set of four invariants. 

Straight cylindrical equlibria 

The four independent stationary invariants ( , , , )zp p  or ( , , v , )r  can 
be choosen to construct the solution of the Vlasov equation for the straight 
cylindrical adiabatic equilibria. A distribution function of the form 

0 0,

( , , v , )
( , , v , ) ( , , v , ) gyro

F r
F r F r r

r
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results in a current with a component parallel to the magnetic field  

2

0

vˆ ˆˆv v v ( v )
2

c
g c

Fmd d d q F
B r

j B r B

where ( , , v , )cF F r  is the gyro averaged distribution function. Since 
0j  if / v 0F , the forth invariant v  is required to describe the 

parallel plasma current. 

The tokamak equlibria 

Toroidal plasma current in tokamaks can be calculated with use of the ca-
nonical momentum p , or I , as an alternative. A distribution function, 
which depends only of three invariants ( , , )F p  will not be useful to 
determine the poloidal current, whereas a function of the form 

( , , , )rF I p  is. The dependence of the radial drift invariant rI  provides 
a mean to calculate the poloidal current. 

The radial invariant rI  is determined by the gyro centre motion projected 
on the ( , )r z  plane, see [83], for passing as well as for trapped particles. 
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5. Conclusions 

A closed form expression for a marginally MHD stable mirror magnetic field 
is obtained in the flux coordinates 0 0, ,x y s

0
2 21 /

B s
s c

B

where

2 2 2 2
4/ /( , , ) ( ) ( )

2 1 / 1 /
c x c y cs x y z z O

z c z c
is a magnetic field arc length. A marginally stable mirror magnetic field is 
proved to have quadrupolar symmetry and the magnetic flux lines are 
straight but non parallel. An analytical expression for the magnetic flux tube 
ellipticity is derived. ( ) (1 ) /(1 )z z z
The values of the ellipticity for typical mirror ratios are smaller than the 
results obtained by other authors, and moreover, this marginally stable 
mirror field perhaps gives minimal ellipticity. Another beneficial property of 
this magnetic field is that the perpendicular gyro centre drift is zero, and the 
radial drift component is zero even to the first order in plasma beta. Thereby 
the gyro centre drift surfaces lie on the magnetic flux surfaces, and a locally 
omniginious equilibrium is provided. 

A strong density depletion near the mirrors is suggested as a mean to cre-
ate a sufficient potential barrier for the electrons and thereby enhance their 
longitudinal confinement time and achieve a temperature increase. A crite-
rion on the density ratio of the plasma in the regions near the mirrors and the 
central cell plasma is derived. Adjusted ICRH may become a possible mean 
to increase the pitch angle of the ions near the mirrors, and thereby improve 
ion confinement, suppress microinstabilities by sloshing ions and achieve the 
required density depletion for electron plugging. Constancy of the magnetic 
field strength throughout the magnetic flux tube cross section for the de-
signed magnetic field could be beneficial for the damping of the heating 
waves before they reach the bulk plasma. 

A condition to obtain an energy gain factor Q above 10 is given. It is re-
quired that 0.1RF , where RF  is the ratio of power, needed to double the 
energy confinement time to the power, applied to build up plasma. 
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The energy and the arc length of the longitudinal bounce position is found 
to be a convenient pair of invariants in the straight field line mirror. These 
two invariants together with the gyro center Clebsch coordinate invariants 
are used to determine the gyro averaged distribution function. A sloshing ion 
distribution function that is close to a Maxwellian is constructed. The density 
and the distribution function are related by the Abel transform. 

The invariance of the gyro centre flux coordinates gives two new con-
stants of motion xI and yI  for a marginal minimum B field. This pair of 
invariants, as well as the energy and the magnetic moment, are even func-
tions of the parallel velocity, and thus 0j  for any distribution function of 
the form ( , , , )x yF I I . Locally omnigenous equilibria to the first order in 
the plasma beta are derived, and a closed form expression for a finite 
magnetic field is determined.  This minimum B magnetic field provides 
MHD stability and gives well defined drift surfaces with respect to B and
curvature drifts.

Some general properties of adiabatic particle motion, including the sta-
tionary invariants and periodicity of the gyro centre motion have been stud-
ied. An exact energy integral for the first order drift motion is constructed. 
The parallel gyro centre motion is shown to be periodic with respect to a 
special curve parameter , which differs slightly from the ordinary time. 
The modified longitudinal action integral J , defined along the constant 
energy drift orbit is an exact invariant and as the bounce averaged parallel 
velocity vI  are constants (apart from the second order correction 
terms) for the periodic motion. In locally omnigenous equlibria the radial 
drift is zero and the gyro centre radial Clebsch coordinate 0r  is constant 
along the gyro centre orbit. In absence of the oscillatory gyro centre radial 
displacements, a radial drift invariant rI  generalizes the invariance of 0r .
Invariants ,rI x v , ,I x v  and ,J x v  have been derived in the closed 
analytical form for the case of the axisymmetric tori field geometry with a 
large aspect ratio with nearly circular flux cross section and , , , rI I are
shown to be the four independent invariants for this geometry. Several 
systems with the set of four independent invariants , , , rI I  are dis-
cussed. The common opinion that three invariants are sufficient to describe a 
general equilibrium is shown to be incorrect. 

Effect of the finite plasma  on the magnetic flux tube ellipticity has 
been studied with the accuracy up to the first order in . Solution has been 
obtained via numerical integration of the Coloumb integral and with use of 
the ray-tracing method. Results obtained for the ellipticity with the 
values of 0.1 and 0.2 indicate that the ellipticity becomes somewhat bigger 
than the ellipticity, corresponding to the zero-  case in the region near the 
mirrors.
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6. Suggestions for future work 

Different alternatives for current coil design, possibly with use of permanent 
magnets, have to be investigated. More detailed studies on the resonance 
heating, in particular, heating power, frequency and a possibility for the 
absorption of the heating waves before the bulk plasma in the central cell are 
required. Resent studies on heating of the minority deuterium ions as well as 
heating of tritium at the second harmonic have provided very promising 
results for ICRH in a reactor scale mirror, see [84]. Those studies give 
support to the idea of a modified thermal barrier. 

A small sized test experimental trap with the ‘straight filed line magnetic 
field’ could be set up at Uppsala. Preliminary studies on the necessary 
equipment and diagnostics tools have been initiated within the group. 

From a general mirror perspective, MHD stability and radial transport 
seem to have good solutions for the magnetic field derived in the papers of 
this thesis. Microinstabilities, end losses and Q-factor need to be studied 
more carefully. The longitudinal loss is a key problem in mirrors.  

In the study we have given a criterion on density ratio for increase of elec-
tron temperature. Perhaps there is some not yet discovered mean to control 
the density by some kind of pumping, and thereby obtain an electron tem-
perature in the fusion reactor relevant regime. 
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Summary in Swedish 

Avhandlingens titel är ”MHD-stabilitet och inneslutning av plasma i en 
magnetisk spegel med en cell”.  

Termonukleär fusion är en av de mest lovande energikällorna för framtiden. 
Forskningen inom fusionsfysik startades för 50 år sedan, men problemet med 
inneslutning av plasma med hög densitet och hög temperatur är ännu inte 
fullt löst. De två mest kända magnetiska fältgeometrierna är toroidala system 
med slutna magnetiska flödesytor samt öppna geometrier. Exempel på 
toroidala system är tokamaker och stellaratorer. De mest utvecklade repre-
sentanterna för öppna system är spegelmaskiner. De magnetiska fältlinjerna i 
spegelmaskiner är öppna mot maskinens ändar. Spegelmaskiners funktion 
baseras på den magnetiska spegeleffekten, som säkrar inneslutning av plas-
mat.

Avhandlingen behandlar en-cells spegelmaskiner med marginellt stabilt 
minimum B-vakuumfält, den ”raka fältlinjespegeln”. Detta fält är MHD-
stabilt, har ingen radiell drift samt reducerad ellipticitet hos flödesröret. 

Det finns några krav som måste lösas för att spegelmaskiner ska kunna 
utvecklas till fusionsreaktorer:

MHD-stabilitet  
Kontroll av mikroinstabiliteter  
Minskning av ändförluster 
Minskning av radiell transport 
Ökning av energiutvinningsfaktorn (Q-faktorn) 

En effektiv metod att åstadkomma MHD-stabilitet är en ”magnetisk vägg”, 
där det magnetiska fältets styrka ökar radiellt utåt. Den magnetiska väggen 
föreslogs först utifrån teoretiska beräkningar och testades därefter experi-
mentellt med stor framgång.  

Andra farliga instabiliteter som måste undvikas i spegelmaskiner är mikroin-
stabiliteter. De leder inte till stor rörelse av plasmat som helhet, men de kan 
öka partikelförlusterna radiellt och axiellt. Plasmats densitetsgradienter, 
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icke-Maxwellska hastighetsfördelningar och elektromagnetiska störningar 
kan vara drivkällor för mikroinstabiliteter. Effektiva stabiliseringsmetoder 
för mikroinstabiliteter är varmplasmastabilisering, fördelningar med 
”skvalpande joner” (sloshing ions) och ledande ändplattor (s.k. ”line tying”). 
En för kraftig ellipticitet hos flödesröret nära de magnetiska speglarna kan 
leda till förluster av partiklar och generera så kallade driftinstabiliteter. 
Minskning av ellipticiteten är ett centralt problem för spegelmaskiner. 

En av de svåraste uppgifterna för termonukleär fusion är att uppnå tillräck-
ligt lång inneslutningstid. Plasmats energiläckage till maskinens ändar är för 
snabbt i dagens spegelmaskiner. Inneslutningstiden måste överskrida några 
sekunder, men de bästa experimenten hittills har gett ca 0,1 sekunder, i 
huvudsak p.g.a. elektronernas låga temperatur.  

Plasmat måste ha hög energi, ca 10 keV, för att övervinna Coloumb-
barriären och initiera fusionsreaktioner. Den energi som erhålls i en fusions-
reaktion omvandlas till elektricitet. De laddade alfa-partiklarna kan ge upp-
hettning av plasmat medan neutronernas energi kan värma vatten vars energi 
därefter omvandlas till elektricitet i en ångturbin-generatorkombination. 

Q-faktorn är kvoten mellan producerad energi och den energi som går åt för 
att bygga upp, underhålla och värma plasmat. I existerande spegelmaskiner 
är dock 1Q  och det finns teoretiska belägg för att Q-faktorn i en ”tan-
demspegelmaskin” inte kan bli stor, medan en praktiskt kommersiell reaktor 
skulle behöva 10Q . Den modifierade termiska barriären som föreslås i 
artikel II har förutsättningar att lösa detta problem. 

Avhandlingen utvecklar ett marginellt stabilt, icke axialsymmetriskt spegel-
fält med magnetisk vägg som i vissa avseenden påminner om den kanske 
mest framgångsrika spegelmaskinen, encellsmaskinen 2XIIB i USA.

I den första artikeln har analytiska uttryck för ett marginellt minimum B-fält 
och ellipticitet hos de magnetiska flödesrören härletts med antagande om 

0  (kvoten plasmatryck/magnetiskt fälttryck) i ett långsmalt inneslut-
ningsområde. De magnetiska flödeslinjerna är raka men inte parallella. 
Partiklarnas drifthastighet från en magnetisk fältlinje är lika med noll, varvid 
den radiella transporten minskar. Ellipticiteten som härletts i denna artikel är 
mindre än de resultat som tidigare erhållits från numeriska beräkningar vid 
samma spegelförhållande mR  (kvoten Bspegel / Bmittplan), förutsatt att mR  är 
mindre än ca 5.  

Ett schema för ökning av elektrontemperaturen i en en-cells spegelmaskin 
har studerats i artikel II. Partiklar i den s.k. förlustkonen har för liten pitch-
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vinkel (vinkeln mellan partikelns hastighet och magnetfältet i mittplanet) och 
läcker genom magnetspegeln. Kollisioner, även mikroinstabiliteter bidrar till 
processen, leder till pitchvinkeldiffusion och ändläckage. Joncyklotronupp-
hettning (ICRH) föreslås för att öka pitchvinkeln hos joner som är på väg att 
läcka in i förlustkonen, och därmed förbättra deras inneslutning. Radiofre-
kvensupphettningen kan appliceras intill magnetspeglarna: Vågorna absorbe-
ras och hettar upp jonerna samt hindrar dessa att glida in i förlustkonen. Med 
denna magnetiska pumpning av joner kan plasmatätheten nära maskinens 
ändar bringas att bli mycket liten. Detta bygger upp en negativ elektrisk 
potential som ökar inneslutningen av elektroner och därmed minskar elek-
tronernas värmeledning, vilket resulterar i en ökning av elektronernas tempe-
ratur. Denna modifierade termiska barriär ger en möjlighet att öka energiut-
vinningsfaktorn Q.

Den tredje artikeln är ett konferensbidrag som sammanfattar resultaten i de 
första två artiklarna. 

I artikel IV behandlas ett mer generellt fall än i artikel I. En term som i 
princip skulle kunna åstadkomma spiralformade magnetiska fältlinjer analy-
seras, men det bevisas att bivillkoret med marginell MHD-stabilitet dock ger 
att fältlinjerna är ekvivalenta med resultaten i artikel I. Den analyserade 
termen ger endast en rotation av flödesröret. En elektrisk strömfördelning, 
som kan producera den ”raka fältlinjespegeln” härleds och analytiska uttryck 
för magnetiska flödeskoordinater bestäms. 

I artikeln V analyseras existensen av rörelsekonstanter. Sådana invarianter 
används för att konstruera lösningar till Vlasov-ekvationen. Partikelns ener-
gi, magnetiska fältets båglängd vid partikelns vändpunkter samt gyrocent-
rums s.k. Clebsch-koordinater visar sig vara den mest bekväma uppsättning-
en av invarianter. Genom att uttrycka den gyromedelvärdesbildade fördel-
ningen i dessa invarianter kan fördelningsfunktionen och partikeltätheten 
relateras till varandra med Abel-transformer. En ”sloshing ion”-fördelning 
konstrueras med en realistisk täthetsprofil i ett 3-dimensionellt marginellt 
minimum B-fält.  

I artikel VI visas att två nya rörelsekonstanter associeras med frånvaron av 
drift från magnetfältslinjer i den raka fältlinjespegeln. De nya invarianterna 
används för att konstruera lösningar till Vlasov-ekvationen för det 3-
dimensionella vakuumfältet. Plasmaströmmen och dess bidrag till magnet-
fältet kan bestämmas analytiskt, och det visas att gyrocentrum rör sig på en 
magnetisk flödesyta då plasmats bidrag till magnetfältet tas med. Detta 
innebär att de så kallade bananbanornas vidd är noll och därmed uppstår 
ingen neoklassisk ökning av det radiella läckaget. 
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Artikeln VII är ett konferensbidrag som sammanfattar resultaten i artiklarna 
I, II, IV, V, och VI.

Inflytandet av plasmats magnetiska fält på magnetiska flödesytans geometri 
studeras i artikel VIII. Det yttre magnetiska fältet är ”de raka fältlinjernas 
spegelfält”. Numeriska beräkningar av ellipticiteten hos flödesröret åstad-
koms med ”ray-tracing” (strålföljning). En måttlig effekt på ellipticiteten 
nära magnetspeglarna erhålls med ett värde på plasmats i intervallet 0,2-
0,3.

Artikel IX ger en generell beskrivning av adiabatiska partiklars rörelse i 
stationära fält. Relativistiska effekter och strålning försummas. Gyrocent-
rums radiella koordinat 0r  är en exakt invariant om gyrocentrum rör sig på 
en magnetisk flödesyta. En radiell driftinvariant rI  existerar för inneslutna 
partiklar. Gyrocentrums energi är konstant till första ordningen i en utveck-
ling med gyroradien som liten parameter i förhållande till gradientlängden 
hos fältet. Gyrocentrums rörelse är periodisk med avseende på ”den rätta 
tiden”, som är en parameter för kurvan som bestämmer gyrocentrums rörel-
se. En förbättrad parallell invariant J , som är en exakt (inte endast adiaba-
tisk) invariant konstrueras. Den diamagnetiska strömmen vinkelrät med B
kan beräknas med hjälp av 0r , som är en lägsta ordningens approximation 
till den radiella invarianten. Nödvändigheten av att introducera en invariant 
för att bestämma plasmats ström parallellt med B  visas. Den generella 
lösningen till Vlasov-ekvationen med adiabatisk partikelrörelse i en rak 
cylinder med rotationssymmetriska fält härleds. En uppsättning av de fyra 
invarianterna ,, , rI I  föreslås för adiabatiska jämvikter i generella 

magnetiska fältgeometrier.  
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